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ABSTRACT 
Coupling a Dynamically Updating Velocity Profile and Electric Field Interactions with 
Force Bias Monte Carlo Methods to Simulate Colloidal Fouling in Membrane Filtration 
By 
Paul Martin Boyle 
Work has been completed in the modeling of pressure-driven channel flow with 
particulate volume fractions ranging from one to ten percent. Transport of particles is 
influenced by Brownian and shear-induced diffusion, and convection due to the axial 
crossflow. The particles in the simulation are also subject to electrostatic double layer 
repulsion and van der Waals attraction both between particles and between the particles 
and channel surfaces. These effects are modeled using Hydrodynamic Force Bias Monte 
Carlo (HFBMC) simulations to predict the deposition of the particles on the channel 
surfaces. Hydrodynamics and the change in particle potential determine the probability 
that a proposed, random move of a particle will be accepted. These discrete particle 
effects are coupled to the continuum flow via an apparent local viscosity, yielding a 
dynamically updating quasi-steady-state velocity profile. Results of this study indicate 
particles subject to combined hydrodynamic and electric effects reach a highly stable 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Water quality and availability are pressing issues in the world today. Over one billion 
people worldwide lack access to safe, reliable drinking water. Of these billion, up to five 
million will die each year of waterborne diseases due to unclean water sources and poor 
sanitation and hygiene [1]. Reverse osmosis and other highly selective filtration 
methods, including microfiltration and nanofiltration, offer promise in solving this 
problem when coupled with education. These systems can be used to remove large 
contaminants, such as debris, in water and improve clarity, and also to remove biological 
contaminants such as viruses and bacteria. Furthermore, reverse osmosis filters can be 
used to remove salt from solution, making salt water potable. However, these filtration 
techniques are all prone to fouling, resulting in decreased flow of permeate, or clean 
drinking water. Once fouling begins, the systems must be operated at higher pressure, 
resulting in increased power consumption. This work is aimed at studying the 
mechanism by which this fouling occurs, with the goal of improving the efficiency of 
membrane filtration, making this practical for use in developing nations. 
This work has been built upon code originally written by Dr. Albert Kim of 
University of Hawaii at Manoa to model the formation of cake layers in a reverse 
osmosis cell using Force Bias Monte Carlo methods. It has been modified in this work to 
include a dynamically updating velocity profile and particle-particle, as well as particle-
wall interactions. The hydrodynamics that govern particle motion are well documented 
[2-4], and there are several components that form the total effect on the particles. These 
individual components include Brownian and shear-induced diffusion, as well as drag 
forces that move particles. Leighton and Acrivos [4] note the shear-induced diffusion 
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"arises from the random motion of the particles across streamlines due to the interparticle 
interactions which occur as a suspension is sheared". The above diffusive effects were 
originally included in Dr. Kim's code, but are refined in this work to provide more 
accurate predictions of how particles behave in a reverse osmosis cell, which is simulated 
as channel flow. Refinements addressed here include the use of an updating velocity 
profile, a higher resolution particle concentration approximation, and means of 
calculating a local viscosity in the cell. All of these phenomena are discussed here, and 
are included in the latest version of the code found in Appendix B. This allows for 
interaction between the discrete Monte Carlo steps and the continuum flow field. 
In addition to the hydrodynamic forces in the system, the particles in the 
simulation are also subject to electric influences. Electric interactions between particles 
and other particles, as well as between particles and the walls, influence the motion of the 
particles in the cell. The two electric interactions examined in this system are van der 
Waals and electrostatic potentials. Van der Waals potentials result in an attractive force 
between particles, drawing them together, in addition to drawing the particles to the 
membrane surfaces. The electrostatic potential is repulsive between objects of the same 
sign charge, and counters the van der Waals potential. In general, the two interactions do 
not necessarily cancel each other out. These electric interactions in both pure and dilute 
salt solutions result in predictable particle motion in the Monte Carlo simulation, even in 
the absence of hydrodynamic forces, as discussed in Chapter 3. This research in channel 
flow configuration will be later applied in reverse osmosis systems, where the clean 




The original Monte Carlo code, neglecting van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, 
assumed a parabolic velocity profile based on a constant shear rate [3], independent of 
the distribution of the particles in suspension: 
V , = V x | ( l - < 7 2 ) , (1) 
where a in the above equation is vertical position in the channel normalized by half the 
channel height, and vx is the average crossflow velocity. This velocity profile is used to 
determine the bias in the channel to move a particle in the direction of the crossflow, 
which is given in the original program as: 
P= v » . (2) 
This bias is used in determining the trial move of the particle in each Monte Carlo step in 
the following manner: 
Ax = a0 (2xrand-l + Px) 
Ay = a0(2xrand-l) (3) 
Az = a0(2xrand-\), 
where ao is the maximum move size for a particle in each of the three directions, which is 
adjusted every ten Monte Carlo steps to attempt to keep the ratio of accepted moves to 
attempted moves around 0.5. This ratio is used to determine the maximum movement 
size allowed in a given step, and allows the system to reach a stable state. The variable 
rand is a random number between 0.0 and 1.0 from Fortran 90's built-in random number 
generator. Depending on the random number generated, the size of the move in the 
crossflow direction can fall anywhere within the envelope in Figure 1. 
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Scalable possible displacements in x-direction 
0 0.5 1 1.5 
Displacement 
2.5 
Figure 1 Possible displacements scaled by a0 
In a system where the particles are uniformly distributed, this is an accurate 
approximation; however, as the particles become more concentrated close to the walls of 
the cell, this assumption becomes less accurate. In a filtration system, the increased 
contaminant concentration close to the walls results from the convection of contaminant 
due to permeate flux through the walls. The velocity perpendicular to the wall is given 
by Berman [5] as: 
vz(o-) = vw Re 2V ' 280 v ; (4) 
Re is the Reynolds number based on the velocity perpendicular to the channel walls, and 
vw is the constant permeate velocity. Making the assumption that the Reynolds number 
4 
of the permeate flow is negligibly small, as in Kim's paper [3], the profile simplifies to 
the form: 
vz(<7) = v„ icr (3-c7 2 ) . (5) 
This profile also assumes incompressible, laminar, steady state flow, and electric effects 
are neglected. This velocity profile is used in conjunction with Happel's sphere-in-cell 
model, and Brownian and shear-induced diffusivities to generate the hydrodynamic force 
that pushes particles toward or pulls particles away from the walls [2]. The 
hydrodynamic force is given as: 
tihMEMi
 (6) 
DB is the Brownian diffusivity, Dsi is the shear-induced diffusivity and K is the 
sedimentation coefficient that depends on the volume fraction ^ of the spheres in 
suspension. Kl is approximated by Happel's model as: 
jr>(*)= | i i ^ — r (7) 
which varies as shown in Figure 2. The hydrodynamic force in the crossflow direction is 
taken into account in equation (2), while the hydrodynamic force in the perpendicular 
direction is used in conjunction with a Force Bias Monte Carlo method as given in 
equation (6). 
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Figure 2 Inverse sedimentation coefficient (Happel Correction Factor) 
The Brownian diffusivity is given as: 
where S is 
S(*) = d</> 
In the above equation Z represents the osmotic compressibility, which in hard-sphere 
systems is given by the Carnahan-Starling equation [6]: 




In the original Monte Carlo code, and in this version, the S term will be treated as a 
constant with a value of unity [6]. The shear-induced diffusivity can be expressed as: 
DSI=y{cr)R2D(t), (11) 
where y is the shear rate in the channel, and D is a correction factor experimentally 
found to be: 
D = V ( l + I e s ^ (12) 
3 V 2 
as in [4, 7, 8]. It should be noted that formulas (12) and (10) are for use in systems where 
the only interaction in between hard-spheres. They will, however, be used in this work as 
an approximation when adding electric field interactions. The shear induced correction 
factor varies with volume fraction as in Figure 3. 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Volume Fraction 
Figure 3 Shear-induced correction factor 
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In previous simulations the densities of the particle in the water and the water itself are 
considered equal, so the effects of buoyancy are neglected, and the only force normal to 
the wall is the hydrodynamic force in equation (6). 
The Force Bias Monte Carlo method uses this hydrodynamic force, as well as the 
change in particle energy state, to determine the probability that a move will be accepted, 
assuming that the no-particle-overlap condition is not violated. As noted in Kim's paper 
[3], the probability of a move being accepted is described by 
P2 = min [l, exp (-/3AE - /3AFh • Ar)]. (13) 
In the above equation p = \/kbT and X is the force bias coefficient, typically 0.5 [9, 10]. 
In the program's original configuration the change in energy is neglected and set to zero, 
as the goal was to observe only the effects of Brownian and shear-induced diffusion. The 
current version of the program calculates the change in the particle's energy and takes 
this into account in the evaluation of the moves, and discussed later in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2: Velocity Profile Generation 
The current research implements a dynamically updating velocity profile. This velocity 
profile is governed by: 
. dP /^\d2vx drj dC dvx .. .. 
0 = + J][C)—f- + — - , (14) 
dx K ' dz1 dC dz dz 
as in Hale etal. [11]. In the above equation TJ is the Generalized Newtonian viscosity, 
and C is the concentration of the solute. Equation (14) assumes that the system is in a 
quasi-steady state (the derivative of v* with respect to time is negligibly small between 
Monte Carlo steps), fully developed (the derivative of vx with respect to the crossflow 
direction is zero), there is no flow in they direction, and that the permeate velocity is 
relatively small. The solution to the profile is based in part on the work of Campo and 
Houchens on the use of spectral methods to solve the velocity profile in a reverse osmosis 
cell [12]. The velocity profile is based on the local viscosity in the cell, which is 
expressed as an exponential function of the concentration in the cell: 
77(C) = /70exp(aC). (15) 
The parameters TJ0 and a are solution dependent, and are experimentally determined. 
The boundary conditions are no slip and no flow through conditions imposed on both the 
top and bottom wall of the cell. Future research will allow for regions near the wall, or 
other regions of high particle concentration, to be treated as non-Newtonian fluids, and 
would require a revision of the current boundary conditions. In this work the velocity in 
the crossflow direction at the walls is fixed at zero. 
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The current form of this code utilizes a 1-D velocity profile. The concentrations 
in the cell were calculated using four different interpolation functions: piecewise linear 
interpolation, fourth order polynomial least squares fit, Chebyshev polynomials, and 
cubic splines, to determine the most accurate and efficient method. These functions use 
data built on concentrations determined by dividing the cell vertically about the 
Chebyshev collocation points, which are used to generate the velocity profile. Following 
the creation of a concentration profile, the velocity is solved using Chebyshev-Gauss-
Lobatto polynomials, currently with a resolution of 50 collocation points. The pressure 
gradient term in the governing equation is a derived parameter, based on the Reynolds 
number of a flow in pure water at 300K and latm with a characteristic length of the 
channel height. 
The Chebyshev polynomials are defined by a recursion relation [13]: 
%{?) = <T (16) 
r„+1(cr) = 2<T7;(0-)-7;_1(<T) 
The governing equation calls for the first two derivatives of the Chebyshev polynomials, 
which are defined through similar recursion relations. The first derivative is described 
by: 
r0(<r) = o 
7;'(<r) = l 
(17) 
T2(a) = 4(T 
Tn+;(a) = 2crTr:((T) + 2Tn(a)-Tn_;(a). 
The second derivative is then: 
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7 J » = T;» = O 
T2"(CT) = 4 
• ' • ( 1 8 ) 
T3 (a) = 24a 
Tj(<T) = 2cTT;(<T)
 + 4T;(cT)-Tn_;{*). 
Future work may require higher derivatives of the Chebyshev polynomials, which are 
defined from the pattern that has emerged from the first two derivatives: 
(19) 
r«(<r) = ...=rJV) = o 
Tk(k)((j) = 2k-Xk\ 
TJk\a) = 2k{k + \)\a 
Tj" (a) = 2aT^ (a^kT^ ( ^ - ^ (cr). 
The third aspect of the governing equation is the first derivative of the viscosity with 
respect to concentration, which is simply the derivative of an exponential: 
— = aT)0exp(aC). (20) 
aL 
The final portion of the equation, the derivative of concentration C with respect to the 
channel position, can strongly influence the velocity profile. This influence is not only 
seen in the velocity profile, but also the shear rate, given in the simple shear scenario as: 
The shear rate drives the shear-induced diffusivity in equation (11), so it is critical that 
the concentration profile is not only smooth, but its first derivative must also be smooth 
for the simulation to give an accurate result. With this is mind, a number of experiments 
were carried out to test what affect the shape of the profile fit to the local concentrations 
had on the convergence rate and the steady state of the simulation. 
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Four different possible interpolation schemes were used to approximate the 
concentration profile: Chebyshev polynomials, 4th order polynomial fit, cubic splines 
[14], and piecewise linear. Three of the four concentration profiles were run at six 
different membrane crossflow Reynolds numbers, while the remaining profile (piecewise 
linear interpolation) was rejected. The Reynolds numbers swept from 0.1 to 1,000, 
recording the maximum velocity, the order parameter defined in Kim and Liu [3] 
[ 1 NP \ ( 1 NP V 
—yy -—y> , (22) 
the number of steps required for the order parameter to converge, and the CPU time 
required to converge in each case. The order parameter provides a basic measure of the 
proximity of the particles to the walls, and the degree of symmetry in the a direction of 
the system. When the order parameter reaches a steady value, it generally indicates that a 
system has reached a stable state, and the simulation is complete. This data was then 
used to determine the best choice for the concentration profile to be used for future 
simulations. 
Profile Testing 
All experiments were built holding a majority of the program constant, the only 
variations between runs were in the Reynolds number used to drive the crossflow and the 
method used to approximate the concentration profile. Constants that bear noting are the 
hard sphere diameter (held at 10 microns) the assumed permeate flux velocity (30 um/s), 
the particle volume fraction (10%), the particle volume per mass (0.729 mL/g [15]), the 
ratios of the width, height, and length of the channel (1x7x3), and the properties of water 
at 300K. The channel geometry is shown in Figure 4, with the solid areas (red) 
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indicating a reflective boundary condition, and the open areas (white) indicating a 
periodic boundary condition. 
0 0 
w 
Figure 4 Channel Geometry 
The three profiles that were used for all six Reynolds numbers (Chebyshev polynomials, 
4th order polynomial fit, and cubic splines) were compared following the runs to evaluate 
the sensitivity of the Monte Carlo simulation to the profile used. The fourth profile, the 
piecewise linear profile, was run only at a Reynolds number of 1,000, with drastically 
different results from the other three profiles. By examining Figure 5, the plot of the 
shear rate in the final step (10,000 steps), the reason for the inconsistency becomes clear. 
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The piecewise linear approximation does not smooth the concentration gradient, unlike 
the other three methods, and the result introduces discontinuities into the governing 
equation used to solve for the velocity profile. For comparison purposes, graphs of the 
shear rate for all four concentration profiles at Reynolds number of 1,000 are shown 
below. 
-8000 -6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000 4000 
Shear Rate (1/s) 
6000 8000 
Figure 5 Shear Rates Using Piecewise Linear Concentration 
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Figure 6 Shear Rates Using Chebyshev Polynomials Concentration 
-8000 -6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000 4000 6000 
Shear Rate (1/s) 
8000 
Figure 7 Shear Rates Using 4th Order Polynomial Concentration 
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Figure 8 Shear Rates Using Cubic Spline Concentration 
While carrying out the experiments, several observations were made. Regarding 
the speed to convergence, the polynomial concentration seems to be the fastest in terms 
of CPU time required, however, it also appears to be unstable at low Reynolds number 
flows. During the runs at Re = 0.1 the polynomial concentration profile occasionally 
resulted in flow separation with the velocity profile turned negative, and flow being 
driven backward, likely a result of the concentration profile incorrectly predicting 
negative volume fractions. The polynomial concentration profile also had difficultly with 
the run at Re = 10, reaching a converged state for a few steps and then rapidly degrading 
to the point where the boundary conditions were no longer satisfied, and the system 
generated "not a number" errors for both the maximum velocity in the system, as well as 
the order parameter. The velocity profile after the final step the program took before 
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Figure 9 Velocity Profile Directly Before Program Fail with Polynomial Concentration Profile 
Clearly, the fourth order polynomial profile is not a robust enough solution for our needs, 
so it was not used in the final version of the program. 
The other two functions, the Chebyshev polynomial representation and the cubic 
splines, offer a much higher level of resolution than the polynomial representation, and 
are smooth, unlike the piecewise linear approximation. Over the 10,000 Monte Carlo 
steps carried out for each of the Reynolds numbers, the Chebyshev representation appears 
to have the better per step computation time for the most part, but the cubic splines 
representation has a faster convergence time in terms of CPU time and Monte Carlo steps 
required. 
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Figure 10 CPU Time required for 10,000 Monte Carlo Steps 
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Figure 12 Monte Carlo Steps Required for Convergence 
Based on the above data, and the fact that all three of the concentration profiles generated 
roughly the same results, the superior option for the code is the cubic spline 
representation. This representation requires the fewest steps to reach convergence in all 
the experiments while remaining stable, as well as requiring the least amount of CPU 
time to accomplish the simulation. While it may on average take a cubic spline step 
longer to complete compared to the other two options, the advantages seem to outweigh 
this minor disadvantage. The cubic spline code also offers one other advantage that 
hasn't been quantified above, namely the simulation does not seem to oscillate as much 
about the equilibrium point as the other two profiles do, making it easier to interpret an 
appropriate value for the order parameter and maximum channel velocity. Below is an 
19 
illustration of how the velocity develops as the Monte Carlo simulation progresses, 
demonstrating the dynamic nature of the profile in the 10% volume fraction case. 
Channel Velocity Profile Devolopment 
0.4 0.6 0.8 
Velocity (m/s) 
Figure 13 Velocity profile development, J?e=1000 
With this newly formed velocity profile, a few rules in the program were modified. The 
parameter Px is defined to take into account that the maximum velocity in the channel 
may not be at the center. The movement is scaled in the same way as in equation (3), but 
the definition of Px changes to: 
P = 
max (M*)) (23) 
The maximum value of vx is found using Newton's method on the velocity profile 
developed for each Monte Carlo step. The initial guess used for the location of the 
maximum velocity is the location of the maximum velocity from the previous step. In the 
20 
interest of speed, the method is only allowed 10 steps to converge to a location where the 
derivative of the velocity profile is less than 0.01, or the second derivative is near zero, in 
this case less than 10"8 in magnitude; otherwise the program guesses the center of the 
channel for the location of the maximum velocity and continues with the Monte Carlo 
step. 
In the case without particulate suspension, the parabolic velocity profile has the form 
v , H = vmax(l-^2), 
where v ^ = Rex 2.285 x 10 3 for the parameters defined in the simulations. The 
(24) 
dynamically updating velocity profile based on effective viscosity generates similar 
velocity profiles at lower Reynolds numbers. However, significant flow modification is 
observed at higher Reynolds numbers, as shown below. 
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Figure 15 Velocity profile for Re = 1,000 
The apparent velocity increase depicted in Figure 13 is explained by the decreasing 
viscosity in the core of the channel, while the high viscosity at the walls of the channel 
substantially slows the overall flow, as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. In Figure 15 
the viscosity is JJ0 throughout the channel for the red curve, while it is a function of 
concentration on the blue curve. The differences in the velocity profiles can be explained 
by looking at the concentration profiles below. 
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Figure 17 Concentration profile for Re = 1,000 
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Of note in the initial concentration profile, there appears to be a drop near the walls. This 
is a result of particles not being allowed to exist within one particle radius of the wall, as 
this violates the reflective boundary conditions. The high volume fraction in this system 
provides for a shorter cell height, which amplifies the effect. These concentration 
profiles show that at lower Reynolds numbers the channel simply looks narrower with a 
uniform viscosity, which is what is assumed in the original code. The regions of high 
concentration (and therefore viscosity) near the walls dissipate some of the energy in the 
channel, decreasing the maximum velocity near the center of the channel. In higher 
Reynolds number flows, the concentrations vary throughout the channel, which makes 
the fluid appear overall more viscous before it reaches the region of uniform viscosity. 
This larger region of higher viscosity dissipates much more energy, severely decreasing 
the maximum velocity in the channel. 
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Chapter 3: Electric Interactions 
Van der Waals Potential 
The van der Waals interaction between two spheres of the same size can be expressed in 
two equations [16]. The first formula describes the potential between two spheres: 
A y _ -"-H-SS 
r
 VDW-SS ~ T 
R2 R2 1, (t 4 R n 
z2-4R2 z2 2 { z2 j (25) 
Where the spheres are of radius R and have a center to center separation of z. The 
Hamaker coefficient AH_SS is based on the materials that the two spheres are made of and 
the medium that separates them. The second formula is a simplification of the first 
formula, based on a center to center separation that is much larger than the radius of the 
spheres: 
16 R f*c\ 
'VDW-SS =~-™H-SS~^ T ^ " ' 
y z 
The Monte Carlo simulation uses a normalized system that is scaled by R, so these two 
formulas simplify to: 
A 
y _ -"-H-SS 
' VDW-SS ~ -, 
1 1 1, . 4 
- + - r + - ln 1—T 
s2-4 s2 2 \ s2 
(27) 
'VDW-SS \S) ~ -^H-SS Q 6 \A°) 
The scaled distance s = z/R at which the second equation is used is an input parameter, 
and is to be varied to determine the minimum value at which accurate results are 
obtained, to minimize computation and increase the speed at which the energy 
calculations can be carried out. 
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In addition to sphere-sphere interactions there are also sphere-wall interactions, 
between the individual particle and the two walls of the channel. The potential between 
the particle and the wall is given by: 
A 
y _ ^H-SP 
y
 VDW-SP ~ f-
where / is the surface-to-surface distance between the particle and the wall. This form 
holds for all separations, although alternative forms exist for large separations and near 
contact distances, which may be employed in future versions of the code. Once again, 
the scaled coordinate system is used, and the equation simplifies to: 
A 
y _ •flH-SP 
' VDW-SP ~ f-
where h = l/R. 
It has been noted that the van der Waals potential can diverge if particles get too 
close together, going to infinity in the near contact region. To bypass this problem a 
minimum separation distance between the particles was imposed. If particles reached 
such a close proximity, the move in the Monte Carlo step is rejected as if the particles had 
overlapped. Kim et al. have suggested a separation of roughly 0.158 nm in two papers 
[17, 18]. 
Electrostatic Potential 
The second interaction added to the simulation is caused by electrostatic potentials of the 
particle-particle systems and particle-wall systems. These potentials are governed by two 
equations, one for close range interactions and one for long range interactions. The close 
range potential is governed by: 
R_ R 
I +2R + l + ln 2R + 1 
(29) 
I _L_ 
h + 2 + h 
+ ln 
2 + h 
(30) 
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VEDL-SS= ( 1 . 2 2 / i r 2 e x p ( - y / ) , (31) 
The equation introduces a number of new constants and parameters required for the 
simulation. The values a\ and ai are the radii of the two spheres, which in this case are 
equal to R as in the van der Waals potentials, and / is the surface-to-surface distance 
between the spheres. The reduced surface potential y is given by: 
y = tanh 
V kbT j 
(32) 
The inverse Debye screening length is given as: 
K = 2xlO>NAeWCEt^ ( 3 3 ) 
V £0£rkbT 
The zeta potential is particle dependent, but since all particles in the simulation are the 
same, both y 's are equal in the sphere-sphere case. Equation (31) simplifies to: 
32xRsn£kh2T2 2 / A 
VEDL-SS = r r * — / e x p ( - * / ) . (34) 
For longer range interaction, the equation changes slightly: 
VEDL-ss = r ^ ^ - r , r 2 e x p ( - « : / ) , (35) 
( f l ,+a 2 +/ ) z p e 
which simplifies similarly to: 
6AnR2£Q£rk2T2 2 . rt 
With sufficiently small / this equation reduces to equation (34), so this equation is used 
for nearly all separations, except for those in very close proximity. There are a variety of 
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other electrostatic potential functions given in Elimelech's text [19] for differing limiting 
criteria, which may be used in future versions of the code. 
The sphere-plane interaction is based on equations (31) and (35), taking the limits 
of both equations as one radius goes to infinity, where both yield the same formula: 
VEDL-SP= - 2 - 4 — r ^ e x p f - v / ) . (37) 
The y 's are not equal in this case, as the wall has a different zeta potential from the 
particles, and the charge number on the wall may differ from the charge on the particles. 
Energy Subroutine Testing 
The potentials are all added together determine the energy state of each particle as it is 
processed in a Monte Carlo step prior to movement, and in the new position to compare 
the energy difference. In initial testing there is no fluid motion; that is, the permeate flux 
is set to zero and there is no pressure differential driving the fluid though the channel. 
The parameters used are those for BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) which is a common 
organic foulant used in experimental studies. The parameters for BSA as given in Kim's 
papers [17,18] are used, and are listed below. 
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Particle Volume Fraction 
Number of Particles 
Particle Radius, R 
Particle Valence, zv 
Electrolyte Concentration, CEL 
Particle-Particle Hamaker Constant, AHSS 
Temperature, T 
Particle Zeta Potential, C, 
Solvent Dielectric Constant, e, 
Particle-Wall Hamaker Constant, AHSP (Estimate) 
Wall Valence, zv (Estimate) 
Wall Zeta Potential, C 














Table 1 Parameters Used for Testing Particle Potential Subroutine 
The cutoff value of s at which the separation of the particles is "much greater 
than" the radius of the spheres for the purposes of computing the van der Waals potential 
was an unknown. Five tests were carried out to see what value, if any, makes a 
difference in the final state of the particles. The program was run with the cutoff at S = 
100, s = 50, 5 = 20, s = 5, and 5 = 3, with larger separation cutoffs generating higher 
order parameters which equate to higher concentrations near the wall. The cutoff at 
which the separation of the particles was "much less than" the radius of the particles was 
also unknown in the simulations. So far only one value has been tested (held constant 
while testing the cutoff for van der Waals potential), and was arbitrarily set at 0.1; values 
smaller than this, for the case of BSA, would be near or below the minimum separation 
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Figure 21 Van der Waals cutoffs = 50 
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Figure 22 Van der Waals cutoff s=100 
The smaller cutoffs generate modest speed gains in the program. The first three cases can 
be compared (run on one computer system), and the last two cases can be compared (run 
on a second computer). The first three cases, 5 = 3,5 = 5, and s = 20, ran through ten 
thousand Monte Carlo steps in 25,986.25 seconds, 26,170.57 seconds, and 28,275.95 
seconds, respectively. The last two cases, s = 50 and s = 100, ran in 60,437.68 seconds 
and 60,885.95 seconds, respectively. For comparison purposes, the 5 = 3 case was run on 
the second hardware setup, with a total run time of 55,763.39 seconds. This suggests that 
the last two tests could be scaled to approximately 28,164.51 and 28,373.41 seconds, 
roughly fitting with the trend that larger cutoffs lead to longer Monte Carlo steps. 
The difference in the first three cases is obvious, in terms of time requirements, 
and the shape of the average concentration profile. The last two cases have minimal 
differences, so the two cases that should be compared are for s = 20 and s = 50. 
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Qualitatively speaking, the two cases appear different enough to merit the larger cutoff, 
so future simulations were run with the cutoff set to s = 50. The time cost to go from s = 
20 to s = 50 appears that it would be minimal, and perhaps even faster if the scaling 
between the two hardware setups above holds. Future simulations could be carried out to 
determine the largest value of s that will satisfy the electrostatic transition. However, 
because of the minimum separation for the van der Waals forces, this ratio appears to be 
unimportant here. In future work, if more sophisticated interactions at these close 
approaches are implemented, this cutoff value could become important. 
It should be noted that the regions of formal validity for equations (34) and (36) 
are: 
(38) 
Kat > 5 
and: 
K(2R + 1)»1 v
 ' (39) 
*Tfl,>10 
respectively. For the tests conducted above, these conditions were violated, the value of 
Kat was approximately 6.5xl0~2. Past works [17, 18], however, have used these 
equations with similar inputs and achieved reasonable results. It is therefore assumed 
here that these equations are valid beyond the regions described in Elimelech's text [19], 
as that group has used the equations under similar conditions to those used here [17]. 
Additionally, equations for approximating EDL interactions are typically valid in ranges 
beyond what are formally specified [20]. Future work could include studies utilizing 
multiple equations for EDL interaction in different ranges, to analyze the accuracy of 
using the above approximations. 
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Chapter 4: Combining Velocity and Electric Interactions 
The same sweep of Reynolds numbers used in the velocity profile testing was applied to 
the combined energy and velocity tests. The parameters were a combination of those 
from the velocity profile tests and the electric interaction test, and are given below in 
tabular format. 
Particle Volume Fraction 
Number of Particles 
Particle Radius, R 
Permeate Flux Velocity 
Cell Size Ratio (WxHxL) 
Temperature, T 
Maximum Steps 
Particle Valence, zp 
Electrolyte Concentration, CEL 
Particle-Particle Hamaker Constant, AHSS 
Particle Zeta Potential, C 
Solvent Dielectric Constant, e. 
Particle-Wall Hamaker Constant, AHSP 
Wall Valence, z„ 
Wall Zeta Potential, C (Guess) 










1.65 X10"21 J 
-30 mV 
78.54 




Table 2 Parameters Used in the Combined Velocity and Electric Interactions 
The preliminary results are interesting; the addition of the electric interactions to 
the simulation leads to a much more stable final state. Every ten Monte Carlo steps, the 
program prints variables representative of the state of the simulation, including the order 
parameter in equation (22). A sample of this output is attached in Appendix A. In the 
cases of using only the velocity profile or only the electric interactions, the final state of 
the system oscillates about an approximately steady order parameter. When the two 
interactions are combined, the system reaches a final state that, for the first four decimal 
places, does not oscillate. 
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With the given volume fraction of 0.10, the maximum move is approximately 3.47R. 
Without the electric interactions, the maximum move size reaches a steady state of 
approximately 0.006i? for a Reynolds numbers of 0.1 and 1.6J? for a Reynolds number of 
1000. For the cases with the electric interactions, the maximum step size decreases 
dramatically to approximately 4 x 10"7 R for Reynolds number of 0.1 and 7 x 10"6 R for 
Reynolds number of 1,000, indicating that the particles have reach a very stable 
configuration. All simulations reach a steady state, however the degree to which this 
state fluctuates differs between simulations. The speed at which the simulation 
converges also differs with and without electric interaction. With electric interactions it 
takes approximately 1,160 Monte Carlo steps for the simulation to converge at Re = 0.1, 
and 1,830 in the Re = 1,000 case. Without electric interactions the simulation fails to 
converge at Re = 0.1, and takes roughly 2,150 steps at Re = 1,000. 
The addition of the electric interactions generates a region near the wall where the 
particles are, in this case, repulsed by the electric double layer interactions. Without this 
effect, the permeate flow in a membrane filtration system would draw the particles to the 
highest concentration against the walls. Below are a set of representative concentration 
profiles from this set of numerical experiments. 
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Volume Fraction 
Figure 23 Re = 0.1 with Electric Interactions, Volume Fraction of 0.1 
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Figure 27 Re = 1,000 with Electric Interactions, Volume Fraction of 0.1 
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Figure 28 Three Simulations at Re = 1,000, Volume Fraction of 0.1 
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The final figures show that, in the end state of the simulation in the higher Re 
cases, the maximum volume fraction achieved in the channel decreases, as is expected 
with increased convection and mixing. The addition of electric interactions resulted in 
the particles being highly ordered, but displaced from the wall. As the first term in the 
order parameter defined in equation (22) is highly dependent on the proximity of the 
particles to the walls, the order parameter is uniformly decreased by this layer of 
increased concentration forming away from the wall. The figure below shows the order 
parameter with and without the electric interactions. 
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Figure 29 Order Parameter Comparison with and without Electric Interactions 
The general shape of the curves is preserved, but the electric double layer repulsion 
between the particles and the membrane walls drives the order parameter down. 
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The use of the evenly spaced data points in the above concentration profiles 
generates some confusing results. The double layer effect appears to be too strong, and 
that the concentration profiles aren't very smooth. This can be cleared up by looking at 
the final state of the simulation, as well as a more refined plot of the concentration 
profile, using the cubic splines that are utilized in the program. 
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Figure 31 Re = 10 with Electric Interactions Cubic Spline Concentration Profile 
These plots indicate that the final state of the system is far smoother than the original 
concentration plots would indicate. The cubic splines profile shows a similar behavior to 
the evenly-spaced-points profile, but it is visible that the concentration peak is closer to 
the membrane surface. The volume refinement in the cubic splines profile also shows 
that the concentration peak is larger than in the evenly-spaced-points case, nearly 0.42 
when compared with 0.34. This is reasonable considering that the evenly-spaced-points 
plot will have larger volumes near the wall to count particles in, and simply averages the 
thin layer of densely packed particles with the rest of the region. Additionally, the 
concentration tapers off, rather than simply falling to zero, as is also visible in the plot of 
the final particle positions in the channel. 
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It should be noted that in the high Re cases the central section goes to an 
unexpected state in a repeatable fashion. This is due to the 10% volume fraction in the 
channel, which is far higher than typical for a membrane filtration process. This 
generates physics that the system appears incapable of handling. Below is a simulation 
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Figure 33 Re = 1,000 with Electric Interactions, Volume Fraction of 0.01 
When the volume fraction is decreased the double layer interaction is no longer 
observed because of the tight spacing of particles near the wall. These results, however, 
show that with a more realistic volume fraction the particles behave in an expected 
fashion, and the physics are predictable. The acceptance ratio determines the maximum 
move length allowed, and when a majority of particles are concentrated in a small region, 
the move length will decrease to hold the acceptance ratio near fifty percent. The 
problems that arise at higher volume fractions may also be resolvable by using two 
different move acceptance regions, one near the walls, where acceptable moves would be 
small, and one in the center of the channel, where moves could be larger. 
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Acceptance Ratio Testing 
As noted in the background section, the acceptance ratio of the moves is held constant 
through all of these tests at 0.5. While this returned satisfying results, the use of this 
value was not fully justified as accurately depicting the physics in the system. Tests were 
therefore carried out varying the acceptance ratio in the case where the Reynolds number 
is held constant at 10, and the electric interactions are active using the values in Table 2. 
The acceptance ratio was set to 0.3 and 0.7 and then compared with the original case 
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Figure 34 Re = 10 with Electric Interactions, 30% Move Acceptance 
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Volume Fraction 
Figure 35 Re - 10 with Electric Interactions, 70% Move Acceptance 
There is very little difference between the concentration plots for the 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 
move acceptance ratio cases. This is due to the move acceptance ratio being low until; 
the simulation reaches a steady state. When examining the acceptance ratio every ten 
Monte Carlo it is noted that the acceptance ratio in the case ofRe= 10 is struggling to 
reach the acceptance ratio, and is decreasing the maximum movement size until the 
simulation reaches a steady state. After the steady state is reached, the acceptance ratio 
rises rapidly to the desired value. It can therefore be said that the acceptance ratio in this 
case is not an issue, and 0.5 is an acceptable value. 
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Chapter 5: Future Work 
The current work has introduced a method to predict the transient and steady state 
conditions that are present in a reverse osmosis cell given a constant permeate flux rate. 
Future work on the model will use non-Newtonian fluid mechanics in regions near the 
wall where particle concentrations reach high levels, and viscosity becomes a major 
issue, and the eventual formation of a cake layer dramatically changes the flow 
mechanics. The use of multi-domain spectral methods to model flow has gained 
popularity in the last few years, with multi-domain simulations inspiring several recent 
texts [21], covering the methods of not only simulating fluids using spectral methods, but 
also how to "patch" the differing domains together. Resolving both boundary layers and 
bulk flow using traditional spectral methods is computationally expensive, making multi-
domain spectral methods appealing. 
QCM-D Simulation 
Additional effort will be made in collaboration with Dr. Li's group to match the model 
with real world scenarios, with current efforts in this research being directed toward 
matching the simulation with experiments the group has already carried out. The model 
currently operates in a non-uniform time continuum format, making it difficult match 
kinetic Monte Carlo models (as used in this research) with real world time. Current and 
future efforts will focus on linking the Monte Carlo time domain with a real world clock, 
allows the simulation to accurately predict quantitatively the time in a transient, rather 
than matching the transient in a purely qualitative manner. 
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Work on matching the simulations with experimental results has yielded some 
promising preliminary findings. Although all parameters are not yet known, values close 
to the actual parameters are used to generate a simulation that at least qualitatively 
matches the results for a Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring 
(QCM-D) performed by Alison Harris as described in her thesis [22]. Below is a table of 
the parameters used in the experiment and corresponding simulation parameters. 
Experimental: Particle Concentration 
Simulation: Particle Volume Fraction 
Number of Particles 
Particle Radius, R 
Permeate Flux Velocity 
Cell Size Ratio (WxHxL) 
Temperature, T 
Maximum Steps 
Particle Valence, zp 
Particle-Particle Hamaker Constant, AH-SS 
Particle Zeta Potential, £ [22] 
Solvent Dielectric Constant, sr 
Experimental: Wall 
Simulation: Particle-Wall Hamaker Constant, AH-SP 
Simulation: Wall Valence (Silica), zp 
Simulation: Wall Zeta Potential (Silica), £ 
Experimental: Electrolyte 
Simulation: Electrolyte Valence, ze [17] 
Electrolyte Concentration, CEL 
lOmg/L 








6.51 X10'21 J 
-20.7 mV 
78.54 
Quartz Crystal Coated with Silica 






Table 3 Parameters Used in the QCM-D Simulation 
Calculation of several of the simulation coefficients were necessary based on the 
materials used in the experimental setup. Calculation of the Hamaker constant between 
particle and wall was accomplished by taking the geometric mean of the Hamaker 
constants between like materials across water [23]. 
W-SP ~ \-AH-SS-™H-PP (41) 
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The value of the Hamaker Coefficient for Quartz-Quartz crystal interaction across water 
is given as AH_PP = 1.70x10"20 J [24], and the interaction between BSA particles is as 
listed in the table above. 
The particle and wall charges were not readily available quantities. Instead they 
were calculated from the zeta potentials of BSA and silica. Zeta potential is usually 
computed from the charge number, but is being done in reverse for the purposes of the 
simulation, and is calculated using the formula below [25]: 
e 
The maximum number of steps was limited not by the system reaching steady-
state but by the maximum wall time on Rice's cluster, Ada, running the simulation on 
seven processors. Below is the graph that the above input data generates. 
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Particles Mass within 2 Particle Radii of the Bottom of the Cell 




Figure 36 Initial QCM-D Results 
The distance of two particle radii from the wall was chosen to represent the layer 
that would form on the silica coated quartz crystal. It should be noted that there are a few 
problems with the above simulation. The most notable issue with the simulation is that 
the system doesn't reach a steady state in terms of the concentration profile, which 
indicates more Monte Carlo steps are necessary to achieve an accurate value for the 
particle mass against the wall. More Monte Carlo steps require more computation, or a 
potentially less accurate simulation with fewer particles. Additional work will be 
performed to accelerate the code, improving the parallel processing and finding more 
efficient computational techniques for the velocity profile and particle energies. 
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Conclusion 
This work includes a dynamically updating velocity profile, as well as inter-particle and 
particle-wall interactions. The velocity profile in the cell is determined based on the local 
concentrations in the cell, which are calculated by taking horizontal slices of the cell that 
are centered on Chebyshev points. The local concentrations are then used to create an 
interpolating function for the concentration profile, using cubic splines. The 
concentration profile allows the development of a refined velocity profile at each step in 
the Monte Carlo simulation. The refined velocity profile provides an updated movement 
bias for all particles at each step as well as refining the shear-induced diffusivity term. 
Each particle's energy is individually calculated based on the most current 
simulation state, including previous particle movement in the current Monte Carlo step. 
The energy is based on two forms of potential, van der Waals and electrostatic potential, 
the former being attractive and the latter being repulsive (given that they carry the same 
sign of charge). Each particle-particle energy has two forms, the first form is for close-
range interactions, and is generally more complicated and requires more computation, the 
second form is for longer-range interactions. The appropriate equation is chosen based 
on whether or not the distance between the two particles is more or less than a cutoff, 
determined by multiple experiments. The particle-particle energy is supplemented by the 
particle-wall energies, determining the overall particle energy. 
The refined simulation will be used determine the steady-state condition of a 
reverse osmosis cell based on a variety of different flow parameters. Different 
combinations can then be tested to determine the optimal setup based on fixed 
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parameters. Future versions of this simulation will further refine the steps used to arrive 
at the steady-state, and allow for improved prediction of the system performance. 
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Glossary 
a Sphere Radius 
«o Maximum Move Size 
A H Hamaker Coefficient 
C Local Concentration 
CEL Electrolyte Concentration 
D Diffusivity 
D Shear-Induced Diffusivity Correction Factor 
e Electron Charge 
E Particle Energy 
F Force Vector 
h Scaled Surface to Surface Distance 
kb Boltzmann Constant 
K Sedimentation Coefficient 
/ Surface to Surface Distance 
NA Avogadro ' s Number 
NP Number of Particles 
P Pressure 
Px Movement Bias in the Crossflow Direction 
Pz Probability a Monte Carlo Move Will be Accepted 
R Particle Radius 
rand Random Number Between 0.0 and 1.0 
Re Reynolds Number 
5 Scaled Center to Center Distance 
S Osmotic Compressibility Coefficient in Brownian Diffusivity 
T Absolute Temperature 
T„ n th Chebyshev Polynomial 
v Velocity 
Vmax Maximum Velocity in the Crossflow (Original Code) 
vw Permeate Velocity 
vx Mean Crossflow Velocity 
V Electric Potential 
x Crossflow Direction 
y N o Flow Direction (Perpendicular to x and z Directions) 
z Center to Center Distance (In van der Waals Potential), Direction Perpendicular to 
Wall Otherwise 
zp Valence 
z Unit Vector Perpendicular to Cell Wall 
Z Osmotic Compressibility 
Greek Symbols 
a Viscosity Exponential Coefficient 
Y Reduced Surface Potential 
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y Shear-Rate 
A _ Move Size in x, y, or z Direction, or Change in Energy E 
Ar Trial Particle Move Vector 
e0 Permittivity of Free Space 
sr Relative Dielectric Constant 
C, Zeta Potential 
K Inverse Debye Screening Length 
rj Generalized Newtonian Viscosity 
t]0 Pure Fluid Viscosity 
X Force Bias Monte Carlo Coefficient 
a Normalized Channel Position Between -1.0 and 1.0 
</> Suspension Volume Fraction 




k kth Derivative 
PP Plane-Plane Interaction 
SI Shear-Induced 
SS Sphere-Sphere Interaction 
SP Sphere-Plane Interaction 
VDW Vande rWaa l s 
x Crossflow Direction 
z Direction Perpendicular to Cell Wall 
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APPENDIX B: Code 
HS15J90, Main Function 
Code originally developed by Dr. Albert Kim, modified by Paul Boyle to accommodate 
electricly interacting particles and dynamically updating velocity field. Below is the 




Use CAPITAL LETTERS for FORTRAN instrinsic command 
Use lower case letters for user-oriented computation 




INCLUDE 7usr/mpich/mpich-l .2.6/include/mpif.h" 
!=== Declaration for General Computation === 
CHARACTER(19) :: MyJobTime, MyJobTimelni 
INTEGER, DIMENSION^):: TimeArray 
INTEGER :: idum = 0 
! = = = = = = External and Intrinsic Functions = = 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: rand 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Tstart, Trunning 
j = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
DOUBLE PRECISION ::RadiusP ! Radius of Each Particle (Size = 2 * RadiusP) 
INTEGER :: NPini, NPfed, NPcompen, NPfedMin, NPfedMax 
INTEGER :: istep, ip, ibin 
INTEGER ::jp 
INTEGER :: iFile, iSeqFile = 0, iSeqFilelni = 0 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: xbin 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Gap 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, OverlapTest, OverlapCompen 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize, SlabSize 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: HalfHeight, HalfLength 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Displacement, Displacement^ 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: DisplacementCorrection 
62 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: Cone, Conclni, & 
ConcAvg, Z, Znorm 
INTEGER, DIMENSIONS, ALLOCATABLE :: HistConc, HistConcAvg, & 
HistConcSum 
FlowZnorm 

















SUM_Z1 = 0, SUM_Z2 = 0, PSI_NP = 0, PSI_AVG = 0 
Nxl 
DelP, ConcCorrection, Location 
Vel, MaxVel, MaxVelLoc, LocalVisc, LocalShear 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: x, ConcSlab, VelCoeff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSIONS, ALLOCATABLE :: ConcCoeff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: Tx, Txl, Tx2 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Move, Ace, DelTime 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: EnergyOld, EnergyNew 
LOGICAL :: VDWFlag 
INTEGER, DIMENSIONS, ALLOCATABLE :: Hist 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSIONS, ALLOCATABLE :: Colloid, Colloidlni, & 
ColloidTri, ColloidFed 
TYPE(particle) :: OldColloid, NewColloid, MidColloid, DelColloid 
INTEGER:: stat(MPI_STATUS_SIZE) 
INTEGER :: ParticleType, OldTypes(0:l), BlockCounts(0:l), Offsets(0:l), & 
Extent, RowType 
INTEGER :: NumTasks, Rank, Dest, Sourse, Count, Tag, ierr 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: SendBuf, SendBufMem 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: RecvBuf 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: EnergyPart 
INTEGER :: Procs, PartPerProc 




























IF (MOD(NPmax,NumTasks).NE.O) THEN 












!WRITE(*,*> "SUCCESSFUL INTIALIZATION!" 
CALL MPI_BARRIER(MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
IF(Rank.EQ.l)THEN 
! Initiation of computation 
CALL CPU_TIME (Tstart) 
END IF 
RadiusP = 0.5 * DiameterP 
VDWCutoff = VDWCutoff / RadiusP 
! The number of particles to be fed at the epicenter of the channel for concentration 
compensation 
VolFracCorrection = VolFracFeed / VolFrac 
NPfed = INT (REAL(NP) * VolFracCorrection / REAL( 1 + 2 * Nbin ) + 0.5 ) 
NPfed = MAX(NPfed,2) 
NPfedMin = INT(REAL(NPfed) - SQRT(REAL(NPfed)) + 0.5 ) 
NPfedMax = INT(REAL(NPfed) + SQRT(REAL(NPfed)) + 0.5 ) 
NPfedMin = NPfed 
NPfedMax = NPfed 
Nxl = Nx IREMINANT OF CAMPO'S CODE 
MaxVelLoc=0.0 
! PRINT *, "NPfedMin, NPfed, NPfedMax = ", NPfedMin, NPfed, NPfedMax 
64 
CALL ITIME(TimeArray) ; idum=rand(TimeArray(1)+TimeArray(2)+TimeArray(3)) 
IF ( InitStructure=="R" ) THEN 
CALL GETARG(l,MyJobTime) 









ELSEIF (InitStructure=="P" ) THEN 









[CHARACTER (LEN=60):: & 
Previous="data/20071010_142727/MC_20071010_151757_HS_XYZ00020.xyz" 
! PRINT *,Previous(47:51) 
! PRINT *, Previous(25:39); stop 
Initialization of the Monte Carlo Simulation 
NPini = NP 
!=== Determining the BoxLength with NP and volume fraction 
t 
CALL InitRecBox (BoxSize ,NP , NboxX, NboxZ, VolFrac) 
65 
Gap = BoxSize(3) / REAL ( 2 * Nbin + 1 ) 
SlabSize = BoxSize 
SlabSize(3) = Gap 
1PRINT *, BoxSize; PRINT *, SlabSize ; STOP 
!=== Allocating necessary variables 
ALLOCATE( Colloid(NPmax), ColloidIni(NPmax) , ColloidTri(NPmax) ) 
ALLOCATE( ColloidFed(NPfed)) 
ALLOCATE(Z (-Nbin:Nbin) , Znorm (-Nbin:Nbin)) 
ALLOCATE( Hist (-Nbin:Nbin), HistConc (-Nbin:Nbin)) 
Hist = 0 ; HistConc = 0 
ALLOCATE( HistConcAvg(-Nbin:Nbin), HistConcSum(-Nbin:Nbin)) 
HistConcAvg = 0 ; HistConcSum = 0 
ALLOCATE( Conc(-NbinrNbin) , Conclni (-Nbin:Nbin), ConcAvg(-Nbin:Nbin) ) 
Cone = 0.0 ; Conclni = 0.0 ; ConcAvg = 0.0 
ALLOCATE( x(0:Nx), Tx(0:Nx,0:Nxl), Txl(0:Nx,0:Nxl), & 
Tx2(0:Nx,0:Nxl), ConcCoeff(l :4*Nx), ConcSlab(0:Nx), & 
VelCoeff(l:Nx+l)) 












Displacement = ( (Pi / 6.0) / VolFrac ) **(1 ./3.) * 2.0 
! 2.0 is to generate relaxiation region 
Displacements = Displacement 
HalfLength = BoxSize(l)/2.0 
HalfHeight = BoxSize(3) / 2.0 
FGravity = - Beta * 4.0 * Pi / 3.0 * RadiusP**4 & 
* Gravity * DensityFluid * DeltaSpecificDensity 
DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 
xbin = REAL(ibin) 
66 
Z (ibin) = xbin * Gap 
Znorm(ibin) = Z(ibin) / HalfHeight 
END DO 
!=== Determining Particle Radius =1.0 (Monodispersed) 
i 
CALL InitRadius (Colloid%Radius ,NPmax) 
!=== Determining Particle Zeta Potential 
CALL InitZetaPot (Colloid%ZetaPot, NPmax, zeta) 
!=== Initialize zero time for all particles 
CALLInitTime(Colloid%Time,Colloid%Moves,NPmax) 
!=== Determining Initial Particle Coordinates: Random 
i 
IF ( InitStructure=="R" ) THEN 
CALL InitCoordRandom (Colloid, NP ,BoxSize, VDWCutoff) 
Colloid%InitialZ=Colloid%Coord(3) 
! CALL InitCoordRect (Colloid,NP,BoxSize) 
ELSEIF ( InitStructure=="P" ) THEN 
! print *, Previous, iSeqFile, MyJobTime 
iFile=16 
OPEN(iFile,file=Previous,status="OLD") 
READ(iFile,*) NP; READ(iFile,*) 
DOip=l ,NP 




! PRINT *, Colloid%Coord(l) ; STOP 
ENDIF 
!=== Storing and printing the initial particle coordinate 
t 
Colloidlni = Colloid 
CALL CalculateConc(NP,Colloid,BoxSize,Nbin,Gap,ConcIni,HistConc) 
CALLPrintColloidCoord(iSeqFile,MyJobTime,NPini,NP,ColloidIni,InitStructure) 
To write down VMD movie information without the final index. 
(Later files will be replaced with newer ones.) 
67 
CALL SetupMovie (BoxSize,Nbin,Gap,MyJobTime,& 
iSeqFileIni,iSeqFile - l,Grid,InitStructure) 
!=== Double-Check Entire Overlaps 
! The below is to forcefully check inter-particle overlap(s). 
CALL CheckOverlapInChannel (Colloid ,NP ,BoxSize ,Overlap, .TRUE., VDWCutoff) 
IF(Overlap) THEN 
WRJTE(*,*) "Before simulation starts, Inter-Particle Spatial Overlap observed." 
END IF 
! stop 
!===Intialize Chebychev For Velcoity Solution 
CALL Cheby(Nx, Nxl, x, Tx, Txl, Tx2, ConcSlab, HalfHeight) 




!== This file contains information of simulation. 
INCLUDE "HSinf.f90" 
1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
i 
! Start of the Monte Carlo Simulation 
! 
!MaxVel=0.0 !For no flow simulations 








DO istep = -(Nequil-1), Nstep 
IF(Rank.EQ.l)THEN 
CALL CalculateConc ( NP , Colloid , BoxSize , Nbin , Gap , Cone, HistConc ) 
! PRINT *, HistConc ; pause 
68 
!=====Calculate velocity profile for each Monte Carlo step 
CALL VelocityCalc(Nx, NP, Colloid%Coord(3), RadiusP, DelP, alpha, eta_0, x, & 
Txl, Tx2, ConcSlab, ConcCorrection, BoxSize, MaxVelLoc, MaxVel, & 
VelCoeff, ConcCoeff) 
SUM_Z1 = 0 
SUM_Z2 = 0 







! [A]. Old Colloid 
!=== Saving Colloid(ip) as OldColloid and NewColloid 
OldColloid = Colloid(ip) 










IF (VDWFlag = .TRUE.) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) Rank, "Possible van der Waals divergence!" 
END IF 
CALLMPI_BARRIER(MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
CALL MPI_REDUCE(EnergyPart,Energy01d, 1 ,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,& 
MPI_SUM, 1 ,MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
CALLMPI_BARRIER(MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
IF(Rank.EQ.l)THEN 
! WRITE(*,*) EnergyOld 
69 
[B]. New Colloid 
!=== Saving Colloid(ip) as NewColloid 
NewColloid = Colloid(ip) 
! [C]. Randomly Updating NewColloid Position 
I 




!Local_Shear=0 !For no flow simulations 
!Local_Visc=Viscosity !For no flow simulations 
local_pxbias = Vel/MaxVel 
! local_pxbias = 0.0 !For no flow simulations 
DisplacementCorrection = ( 0.1 + 1.0 - local_pxbias ) 
DelColloid%Coord(l) = (2.0*rand(0)-local_pxbias) * & 
Displacement * DisplacementCorrection 
DelColloid%Coord(2) = (2.0*rand(0)-1.0) * Displacement * DisplacementCorrection 
DelColloid%Coord(3) = (2.0*rand(0)-1.0) * Displacement * DisplacementCorrection 
NewColloid%Coord = 01dColloid%Coord + DelColloid%Coord 
MidColloid%Coord = ( 01dColloid%Coord + NewColloid%Coord ) / 2.0 
! [D].l. Periodic Boundary Conditions in x- and y-directions 
i 
NewColloid%Coord(l) = NewColloid%Coord(l) -& 
ANINT(NewColloid%Coord( 1 )/BoxSize( 1 ))*BoxSize( 1) 
NewColloid%Coord(2) = NewColloid%Coord(2) -& 
ANINT(NewColloid%Coord(2)/BoxSize(2))*BoxSize(2) 
! NewColloid%Coord(3) = NewColloid%Coord(3) -& 
ANINT(NewColloid%Coord(3)/BoxSize(3))*BoxSize(3) 
! [D].2. Projective-Reflecting Boundary Conditions in z-direction 
IF (NewColloid%Coord(3) > (HalfHeight - 1.0 * NewColloid%Radius) ) THEN 
NewColloid%Coord(3) = 01dColloid%Coord(3) 
! NewColloid%Coord(2) = 01dColloid%Coord(2) 
! NewColloid%Coord(l) = 01dColloid%Coord(l) 
ELSEIF(NewColloid%Coord(3) < -(HalfHeight - 1.0 * NewColloid%Radius) ) 
THEN 
NewColloid%Coord(3) = 01dColloid%Coord(3) 
! NewColloid%Coord(2) = 01dColloid%Coord(2) 
! NewColloid%Coord(l) = 01dColloid%Coord(l) 
END IF 
70 
[E]. Temporarily Replacing Colloid(ip) by NewColloid and Checking Overlap 
!=== Calculate EngeryOverlpConcGrad of NewColloid 
Colloid(ip) = NewColloid 











CALL MPI_REDUCE(EnergyPart,EnergyNew, 1 ,MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,& 
MPI_SUM, 1 ,MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
CALLMPI_BARRIER(MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
IF(Rank.EQ.l)THEN 
! [F]. Check Overlp. If not overlapped, allow the Movement Trial 




IF ((Overlap==.TRUE.).OR.(VDWFlag==.TRUE.)) THEN 




IF(istep > 0) THEN 
!========= Calculating Average Z-coordinate and volume fraction =========== 
ZNormAvg = (01dColloid%Coord(3)) / HalfHeight 
VolFracAvg = ConcOld 
71 
!============== Shear-Induced Diffusive Force =============== 
! DeltaE_SI = Diff_Ratio_S2B * ABS( ZNormAvg ) & 
! * ( SIcorrection (VolFracAvg) / VolFracAvg ) * Happel(VolFracAvg) & 
! * ( ConcNew - ConcOld ) 
! = = = = = = = Hydrodynamic Bias Force ============== 
! ( HydroConstZ = Beta * 6.0 * Pi * Viscosity * RadiusP**2 * Permeate ) 
!WRITE(*,*) LocalJVisc 
HydroConstZ = Beta * 6.0 * Pi * LocalVisc * RadiusP**2 * Permeate 
DiffBrownian = (L/Beta) / ( 6.0 * Pi * LocalVisc * RadiusP ) 
Diff_Shear_Max = ABS(Local_Shear) * RadiusP**2 
Diff_Ratio_S2B = Diff_Shear_Max / DiffBrownian 
FlowZnorm = 0.5 * ZNormAvg * ( 3.0 - ZNormAvg * ZNormAvg ) 
FHydroZ = HydroConstZ * FlowZnorm* Happel(VolFracAvg) / & 
( 1.0 + Diff_Ratio_S2B * SIcorrection (VolFracAvg) ) 
DeltaE = - Lambda * ( FHydroZ + FGravity ) * DelColloid%Coord(3) + Beta & 
* (EnergyNew - EnergyOld) 
ELSEIF(istep <= 0 ) THEN 
DeltaE =0.0 





IF(DeltaE <= 0.0) THEN 
Colloid(ip)%Coord = NewColloid%Coord 















ELSEIF (DeltaE > 0.0) THEN 
IF(EXP(-DeltaE) > rand(0)) THEN 
Colloid(ip)%Coord = NewColloid%Coord 














Colloid(ip)%Coord = OIdColloid%Coord 
DelTime=0.0 
END IF 
END IF & 
IFDeltaE 
!=IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE==IFDeltaE= 
END IF & 
IFOverlap 
!=IFOverlap==IFOverlap==IFOverlap==IFOverlap==IFOverlap==IF Overlap 
IF (DelTime.GT.MaxStepTime) MaxStepTime=DelTime 
END IF 
CALL MPI_BCAST(Colloid(ip), 1 ,ParticleType, 1 ,MPI_COMM_WORLD,ierr) 
IF(Rank.EQ.l)THEN 
acm = acm + 1 
SUM_Z1 = SUM_Z1 + Colloid(ip)%Coord(3) / HalfHeight 
SUM_Z2 = SUM_Z2 + ( Colloid(ip)%Coord(3) / HalfHeight )**2 
73 
END IF 




PSI_NP = SUM_Z2 / REAL(NP) - ( SUM_Z1 / REAL(NP))**2 
! PRINT *, PSI_NP ; pause 
IF(istep > Nstep/NDdataCollect) THEN 
PSI_AVG = PSI_AVG + PSI_NP 
END IF 
! = = To monitor the simulation status using "bpeek" command intermittently 
i 
IF(MOD(istep,Npeek)==0) THEN 
CALL CPU_TIME (Trunning) 
WRITE(*,*(I5,M ( out o f ',15,") ",& 
2(2X312.6), 2X, 15, 2X, F12.4, 2X, F12.4, 2X, F12.2)') & 
istep,Nstep,aratio,Displacement,NP,PSI_NP,MaxVel,Trunning-Tstart 
WRITE(9,'(I5," ( out of',15,") ",& 
2(2X312.6), 2X, 15, 2X, F12.4, 2X, F12.4, 2X, F12.2)') & 
istep,Nstep,aratio,Displacement,NP,PSI_NP,MaxVel,Trunning-Tstart 
END IF 
!===: To store xyz coordinates periodically to generate a mpeg movie using VMD 
i 
IF(istep <= NmovieMaxStep .AND. MOD(istep,NMovieInterval)==0) THEN 
! Print *, iSeqFile,MyJobTime,NPini,NP,Colloid 
CALL PrintColloidCoord(iSeqFile,MyJobTime,NPini,NP,Colloid,InitStructure) 
CALL SetupMovie(BoxSize,Nbin,Gap,MyJobTime,iSeqFileIni,& 
iSeqFile - 1 ,Grid,InitStructure) 
NMovielnterval = INT( REAL(NMovieInterval) * 1.0001 ) 
END IF 
!=== To continually update the maximum displacement 
t 
IF(MOD(istep,Nupdate)==0) THEN 
CALL UpdateDisplacement (acatma, acm, aratio, Displacement) 
IF ( Displacement > (Displacementlni) ) Displacement = Displacements 
IF(istep > Nstep/NDdataCollect) THEN 
CALL UpdateHistogram (NP,Colloid,BoxSize,Gap,Hist,Nbin) 
74 




DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 
WRITE(iFile,7X,E12.10,2X,E12.10,2X,E12.10,2X,E12.10')& 





!=== To compensate particles near the epicenter to keep the feed volume fraction 
HistConcSum = HistConcSum + HistConc 
IF(istep > 0 .AND. MOD(istep,NupdateCK)==0) THEN 




DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 
Compensation : & 
IF( HistConcAvg(ibin) < NPfedMin ) THEN 
! Forbidding volume expansion 
! VolumeExpansion = "N" 
! Calculate how many particles will be compensated. 
NPcompen = NPfedMax ! - HistConcAvg(ibin) 
NotToExceedNPmax: & 
IF( NP + NPcompen < NPmax ) THEN 
OverlapCompen = .TRUE. 
DO WHILE (OverlapCompen) 
CALL InsertCoordRandom(ColloidFed, NPcompen, SlabSize, VDWCutoff) 
ColloidFed%Coord(3) = ColloidFed%Coord(3) + REAL(ibin)*SlabSize(3) 
CALL InitRadius (ColloidFed%Radius , NPcompen ) 
CALL InitZetaPot (ColloidFed%ZetaPot, NPcompen , zeta ) 
OverlapTest = .FALSE. 
DO jp = 1, NPcompen 
Colloid(NP+jp) = ColloidFed(jp) 
75 
CALL Calculate_Overlap_Energy_Conc_Grad & 
(NP+jp,Colloid,NP+jp,BoxSize,Overlap,.FALSE.,EngNew,ConcNew,VDWCutofF) 
IF(Overlap.eq..TRUE.) OverlapTest = Overlap 
END DO 
OverlapCompen = OverlapTest 
END DO 
NP = NP + NPcompen 
! CALL 
PrintColloidCoord(iSeqFile,MyJobTime,NPini,NP,Colloid,InitStructure) 
END IF & 
NotToExceedNPmax 
END IF & 
Compensation 
END DO & 
InsertSectionBySection 
! PRINT *, NP, NPfed 
! PRINT *, HistConcAvg ; pause 
! CALL PrintColloidCoord(iSeqFile,MyJobTime,NPini,NP,Colloid,InitStructure) 
IF( istep > Nstep*(NDdataCollect-l)/NDdataCollect .AND. VolumeExpansion & 
== "Y") THEN 
IF( ibin == 0 ) THEN 
VolumeExpansionTest: & 
IF( HistConcAvg(O) > NPfed ) THEN 
BoxSize(l) = BoxSize(l)*l.l 
BoxSize(2) = BoxSize(2)*l.l 
NP = NP - (HistConcAvg(O) - NPfed ) 










CLOSE(UNIT = 9) 
76 
! Checking the Entire Overlap among All the Particles after the Simulation 
CALL CheckOverlapInChannel (Colloid ,NP ,BoxSize ,Overlap, .TRUE.,VDWCutoff) 
IF(Overlap) WRITE(*,*) & 
"After the simulation is doneJnter-Particle Spatial Overlap observed." 
! Calculation of a Vertical Profile of Volume Fraction 
! 
ConcAvg = REAL(Hist)/& 
(REAL(Nstep*(NDdataCollect-1 )/NDdataCollect)/REAL(Nupdate))& 
*(4.0/3.0)*Pi/(BoxSize(l)*BoxSize(2)*Gap) 
PSI_AVG = PSI_AVG / REAL(Nstep*(NDdataCollect-l)/NDdataCollect) 
SResistance = 0 
DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 
SResistance = SResistance + ConcAvg(ibin) * Happel(ConcAvg(ibin)) 
END Do 
SResistance = 1.0 / REAL(2*Nbin+l) * SResistance * 9. / (2.0 * RadiusP**2) 
OPEN(unit = 80,file=TimeData,status="REPLACE") 
DO ip=l,NPmax 
WRITE(80,*) Colloid(ip)%Coord(3)+HalfHeight, Colloid(ip)%Time, 
Colloid(ip)%InitialZ + HalfHeight 
END DO 
CLOSE(unit = 80) 








END program HSCFMC 
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HS15sub.f90 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XMIN (X,Y) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X, Y 
XMIN = MIN(X,Y) 
END FUNCTION XMIN 




TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: Sphere 
INTEGER :: NP 
INTEGER :: Nbin 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Gap 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(-Nbin:Nbin) :: HistConc 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(-Nbin:Nbin) :: Cone 
INTEGER ::jp, ibin 
HistConc = 0 
DOjp = l,NP 
ibin = INT( (Sphere(jp)%Coord(3) + 0.5*BoxSize(3)) / Gap ) - Nbin 
HistConc(ibin) = HistConc(ibin) + 1 
END DO 
Cone = REAL(HistConc)*(4.0/3.0)*Pi/(BoxSize(l)*BoxSize(2)*Gap) 
END SUBROUTINE CalculateConc 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Happel(phi) 
! This function Happel calculates the Happel correction factor (>1) 




DOUBLE PRECISION phi 
Happel = 1.0 + 2./3.*phi**(5./3.) 
Happel = Happel / (1.0 - 1.5*phi**(l./3.)+1.5*phi**(5./3.)-phi*phi) 




DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
INTEGER :: iFileMovie = 999, iFileBox = 998, iFileVMD = 997 
INTEGER :: iSeqFilelni, iSeqFileFnl 
INTEGER :: Nbin, ibin 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Gap 
CHARACTER(l) :: Grid 
CHARACTER(19) :: MyJobTime 
CHARACTER(60) :: MovieScript, BoxScript, VMDcommand, VMDshort 











WRITE(iFileMovie,*)'proc movie {start end fileformat} {' 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' set filename [format $fileformat [expr $start]]' 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' incr start' 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' puts "Reading initial frame in xyz sequence $filename'" 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' mol load xyz $filename' 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)" 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' puts "Reading xyz files as an animation..."' 
WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' for {set i $start} {$i <= $end} {incr i 1} {* 
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WRITE(iFileMovie,*)' set filename [format Sfileformat [expr $i]]" 







































, - BoxSize(l)/2.0 
, BoxSize(l)/2.0 




# and draw the lines' 
draw materials off 
draw color green' 
draw line "$minx $miny $minz" "$minx $miny $maxz" ' 
draw line "$maxx $miny $minz" "$maxx $miny $maxz"' 
draw line "$minx $maxy $minz" "$minx $maxy $maxz"' 
draw line "$maxx $maxy $maxz" "$maxx $maxy $minz" ' 
draw color red' 
draw line "$minx $miny $minz" "$maxx $miny $minz" ' 
draw line "$minx $miny $minz" "$minx $maxy $minz" ' 
draw line "$maxx $miny $minz" "$maxx $maxy $minz" ' 
draw line "$minx $maxy $minz" "$maxx $maxy $minz"' 
draw line "$maxx $maxy $maxz" "$minx $maxy $maxz" ' 
draw line "$maxx $maxy $maxz" "$maxx Sminy $maxz" ' 
draw line "$minx Sminy $maxz" "$maxx $miny $maxz" ' 
draw line "$minx $miny $maxz" "$minx $maxy $maxz"' 








set midz ', BoxSize(3)/2.0 - Gap*REAL(ibin) 
draw color white' 
draw line "$minx $miny $midz" "$maxx $miny $midz" * 
draw line "$minx $miny $midz" "$minx $maxy $midz" ' 
draw line "$maxx $miny $midz" "$maxx $maxy $midz"' 





WRITE(iFileBox,*)' } ' 
CLOSE(iFileBox) 
OPEN(iFileVMD,file=VMDcommand) 
WRITE(MovieScript,*) ""; WRITE(MovieScript,*) & 
"MC_7/TRIM(MyJobTime)//M_HS_VMD_movie.tcr' 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*)'source', MovieScript 





WRITE(iFileVMD,'(" movie ",I4,2X,I4,2X,40A)')iSeqFileIni, iSeqFileFnl, & 
TRIM(VMDshort) 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*) 'rotate x by -90' 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*) 'rotate y by -36' 
WRJTE(iFileVMD,*) 'puts " To continuously rotate the box, type and enter:" ' 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*) 'puts " rotate y by 036000 1 '" 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*) 'puts " To stop rotating the box, type and enter:" ' 
WRITE(iFileVMD,*) 'puts " rotate y by 0" ' 
CLOSE(iFileVMD) 




TYPE(particle), DIMENSION^) :: Sphere 
INTEGER ::ip,NP,NPini 
CHARACTER( 19) :: MyJobTime ! Do not change the number, 19 
CHARACTER(60) :: SeqFileString 
INTEGER :: iFile, iSeqFile, iSeqFileMax = 100000 
INTEGER:: r, s 
! INTEGER :: scan, len 
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CHARACTER (LEN= 1) :: InitStructure 
! INTEGER :: scan, len, mod 
iFile = iSeqFileMax + 1 
WRITE(SeqFileString,'(F6.5)')REAL(iSeqFile)/REAL(iSeqFileMax) 









WRITE(iFile,*) NP ; WRITE(iFile,*) "!" 
! DOip=l ,NP 
! IF(mod(ip, 10) == 0) THEN 
! WRITE(iFile,*) "A", Sphere(ip)%Coord 
! ELSE 
! WRITE(iFile,*) "B", Sphere(ip)%Coord 
! END IF 
! END DO 
DOip=l ,NP 
IF(ip <= NPini) THEN 
WRITE(iFile,'(" B ",3(2X,E16.8))') Sphere(ip)%Coord 
ELSE 
WRITE(iFile,*(" A ",3(2X,E16.8))') Sphere(ip)%Coord 
END IF 
END DO 
!WRITE(iFileVMD,'(" movie ",I4,2X,I4,2X,40A)') 
CLOSE(iFile) 
iSeqFile= iSeqFile + 1 
END SUBROUTINE PrintColloidCoord 
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SUBROUTINE UpdateDisplacement (acatma, acm, aratio, Displacement) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: acatma, acm, aratio 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Displacement 
aratio = acatma / acm 
IF(aratio > 0.5 ) THEN 
Displacement = Displacement * 1.05 
ELSE 
Displacement = Displacement * 0.95 
END IF 
acm =0 
acatma = 0 
END SUBROUTINE UpdateDisplacement 
SUBROUTINE UpdateHistogram (NP,Sphere,BoxSize,Gap,Hist,Nbin) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSTypes.h" 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: Sphere 
INTEGER :: Nbin 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Gap 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(-Nbin:Nbin) :: Hist 
INTEGER :: NP 
INTEGER "jp, ibin 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
DOjp=l ,NP 
ibin = INT( (SphereGp)%Coord(3) + 0.5*BoxSize(3)) / Gap) - Nbin 
! ibin = INT( Sphere(jp)%Coord(3) / Gap ) 
Hist(ibin) = Hist(ibin) + 1 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE UpdateHistogram 
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SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapInChannel (Sphere ,NP ,BoxSize ,Overlap, Message, 
VDWCutoff) 
! This subroutine is to check particle Overlap 
! in the membrane channel (slit) implementing 
! the periodic boundary conditions in x- and y-directions and 
! the impermeable boundary conditions in z-dirction 




TYPE(particle), DIMENSION^) :: Sphere 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, Message 
INTEGER:: NP 
INTEGER:: i 
Overlap = .FALSE, 
i 
DOi=l ,NP- l 
CALL CheckOverlapI (i,Sphere,NP,BoxSize,Overlap, Message,VDWCutoff) 
IF(Overlap) EXIT 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapInChannel 
SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapI (i,Sphere,NP,BoxSize,Overlap,Message,VDWCutoff) 
This subroutine checks overlap between particle i and j = 1+1, NP 
in the membrane channel (slit) implementing 
the periodic boundary conditions in x- and y-directions and 
the impermeable boundary conditions in z-dirction. 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSTypes.h" 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSION^) :: Sphere 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
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INTEGER:: i, NP 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, Message 
i 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
INTEGER ::j 
LOGICAL :: OverlapTest 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: DistlJ 
TYPE(particle) :: SpherelJ, SphereZero 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: dot_product 
! 
SphereZero%Coord = 0.0 
SphereZero%Radius= 0.0 
Overlap = .FALSE. 
i 
DOj= i+l,NP 
! Distance between two particle (i and j) in each direction 
DistlJ = Sphere(i)%Coord - Sphere(j)%Coord 
i 
! Periodic boundary conditions are used only in x- and y- directions 
! to check particle overlap. 
DistlJ(l) = DistlJ(l) - ANINT(DistIJ(l)/BoxSize(l))*BoxSize(l) 
DistIJ(2) = DistIJ(2) - ANINT(DistIJ(2)/BoxSize(2))*BoxSize(2) 
! DistIJ(3) = DistIJ(3) - ANINT(DistIJ(3)/BoxSize(3))*BoxSize(3) 
! (This line is commented out NOT to implement the periodic boundary 
! condition in z-direction, but impermeable boundary condition) 
SphereIJ%Coord = DistlJ 
SphereIJ%Radius= Sphere(i)%Radius + Sphere(j)%Radius 
! 
CALL CheckOverlapIJ (SphereIJ,SphereZero,OverlapTest, VD WCutoff) 
IF(OverlapTest==.TRUE.) THEN 
Overlap = .TRUE. 
IF(Message) WRITE(*,*)"Overlap between :", i,j,dot_product(DistIJ,DistIJ) 
EXIT 
ELSE 
Overlap = .FALSE. 
END IF 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapI 
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SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapIJ (SphereI,SphereJ,OverlapTest,VDWCutoff) 
! This subroutine checks whether the center-to-center 
! distance between two particles i, and j is less than 
! the summation of their radii. 




TYPE(particle) :: Spherel, SphereJ 
LOGICAL :: OverlapTest 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: dot_product 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^):: DistlJ 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: SqrDistlJ, SqrDistMinlJ 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
DistlJ = SphereI%Coord - SphereJ%Coord 
SqrDistlJ = SQRT(dot_product(DistIJ,DistIJ)) 
SqrDistMinlJ = SphereP/oRadius + SphereJ%Radius + VDWCutoff 
IF(SqrDistIJ <= SqrDistMinlJ) THEN 
OverlapTest = .TRUE. 
ELSE 
OverlapTest = .FALSE. 
END IF 
END SUBROUTINE CheckOverlapIJ 
SUBROUTINE InitCoordRect (Sphere,NP,BoxSize) 
i = ^ — = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSTypes.h" 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(3) :: BoxSize 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: Sphere 
INTEGER:: NP 
INTEGER :: Nx, Ny, Nz, Nxyz 
INTEGER ::i,j ,k,n 
! INTEGER :: NPcubicl, NPcubic3 
DOUBLE PRECISION ::DCC = 2.1 
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DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (3) :: CM 
Ny = INT( ( REAL(NP) * BoxSize(2)**2 / (BoxSize(l) * BoxSize(3)) )**(l./3.) + 0.5 ) 
Nx = INT( REAL(Ny) * BoxSize(l) / BoxSize(2) + 0.5 ) 
Nz = INT( REAL(Ny) * BoxSize(3) / BoxSize(2) + 0.5 ) 
Nxyz = Nx*Ny* Nz 
! write(*,*) BoxSize 
! write(*,*) NP, Nx, Ny, Nz,Nxyz 
CM = 0.0 
DOk=l,Nz 
DOj = l,Ny 
DOi=l,Nx 
n = i + 0-l)*Nx + (k-l)*Nx*Ny 
IF(n<=NP)THEN 
Sphere(n)%Coord(l) = REAL(i)*DCC 
Sphere(n)%Coord(2) = REAL(j)*DCC 
Sphere(n)%Coord(3) = REAL(k)*DCC 
CM(3) = CM(3) + Sphere(n)%Coord(3) 
CM(2) = CM(2) + Sphere(n)%Coord(2) 






CM(k) = CM(k) / REAL(NP) 
END DO 
DOk-l,Nz 
DOj = l,Ny 
DOi=l,Nx 
n = i + 0-l)*Nx + (k-l)*Nx*Ny 
IF(n<=NP)THEN 
Sphere(n)%Coord(l) = Sphere(n)%Coord(l) - CM(1) 
Sphere(n)%Coord(2) = Sphere(n)%Coord(2) - CM(2) 





END SUBROUTINE InitCoordRect 
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SUBROUTINE InitCoordRandom (Sphere,NP,BoxSize,VDWCutoff) 
This sburoutine is to initially distribute 
NP Particles in the simulation Box 
in a Random manner. 
Centers of all the particles are located 
in a way that any surfaces of spheres do not 
touch or trespass the box boundaries. 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSTypes.h" 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSION^*):: Sphere 
TYPE(particle) :: SphereA 
Coordinates of Sphere(s) are initialized 
using their radii values and BoxSizes 
But, Spheres' Zeta potentail has been 
NEITHER used NOR modified. 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^):: BoxSize 
INTEGER:: NP 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: rand 
INTEGER ::i,j 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, OverlapTest 
For the first particle (index =1) 
To put particles uniformly in x,y,z-directions 
Sphere(l)%Coord(l) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0)) * (0.5*BoxSize(l) - Sphere(l)%Radius) 
Sphere(l)%Coord(2) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0) ) * ( 0.5*BoxSize(2) - Sphere(l)%Radius ) 
Sphere(l)%Coord(3) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0) ) * ( 0.5*BoxSize(3) - Sphere(l)%Radius ) 
For the rest of the particles (index>l) 
SphereLoop:& 
DO i = 2, NP 
Overlap = .TRUE. 
DO WHILE (Overlap) 
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Sphere(i)%Coord(l) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*BoxSize(l)-Sphere(i)%Radius) 
Sphere(i)%Coord(2) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*BoxSize(2)-Sphere(i)%Radius) 
Sphere(i)%Coord(3) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*BoxSize(3)-Sphere(i)%Radius) 
OverlapTest = .FALSE. 
DOj = l,i-l 
CALL CheckOverlapIJ (Sphere(i),SphereG),OverlapTest,VDWCutoff) 
IF(OverlapTest==.TRUE.) EXIT 
END DO 
Overlap = OverlapTest 
END DO 
END DO & 
SphereLoop 
! Sorting here 
DOi=l ,NP-l 
DOj = i+l,NP 
IF(ABS(Sphere(i)%Coord(3)) < ABS(Sphere(j)%Coord(3))) THEN 
SphereA = Sphere(i) 
Sphere(i) = Sphere(j) 




END SUBROUTINE InitCoordRandom 
SUBROUTINE InsertCoordRandom (SphereFed,NPfed,SlabSize,VDWCutoff) 
This sburoutine is to initially distribute 
NP Particles in the simulation Box 
in a Random manner. 
Centers of all the particles are located 
in a way that any surfaces of spheres do not 




TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: SphereFed 
Coordinates of Sphere(s) are initialized 
using their radii values and BoxSizes 
But, Spheres' Zeta potentail has been 
NEITHER used NOR modified. 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: SlabSize 
INTEGER:: NPfed 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: rand 
INTEGER ::i,j 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, OverlapTest 
For the first particle (index =1) 
To put particles uniformly in x,y,z-directions 
SphereFed(l)%Coord(l) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0) ) * ( 0.5*SlabSize(l) - & 
SphereFed(l)%Radius ) 
SphereFed(l)%Coord(2) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0) ) * ( 0.5*SlabSize(2) - & 
SphereFed(l)%Radius ) 
SphereFed(l)%Coord(3) = 2.0*( 0.5 - rand(0) ) * ( 0.5*SlabSize(3) - & 
SphereFed(l)%Radius ) 
For the rest of the particles (index>l) 
SphereLoop:& 
DO i = 2, NPfed 
Overlap = .TRUE. 
DO WHILE (Overlap) 
SphereFed(i)%Coord(l) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*SlabSize(l)-& 
SphereFed(i)%Radius) 
SphereFed(i)%Coord(2) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*SlabSize(2)-& 
SphereFed(i)%Radius) 
SphereFed(i)%Coord(3) = 2.0*( 0.5-rand(0)) * (0.5*SlabSize(3)-& 
SphereFed(i)%Radius) 
OverlapTest = .FALSE. 





Overlap = OverlapTest 
END DO 
END DO & 
SphereLoop 
END SUBROUTINE InsertCoordRandom 
SUBROUTINE InitZetaPot(ZetaPot,NP,zeta) 
t 
! This subroutine is to assign the Zeta Potential 
! values of all the Particles 
t 
IMPLICIT NONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(*) :: ZetaPot 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: zeta 
INTEGER ::NP 
INTEGER :: i 
D O i = l , N P 
ZetaPot(i) = zeta 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE InitZetaPot 
SUBROUTINE InitRadius(Radius,NP) 
! This subroutine is to assign the Raius 
! values of all the Particles 
IMPLICIT NONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(*) :: Radius 
INTEGER :: NP 
INTEGER :: i 




END SUBROUTINE InitRadius 
SUBROUTINE InitTime(Time,Moves,NP) 
! This subroutine is to assign the Raius 
! values of all the Particles 
IMPLICIT NONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(*):: Time 
INTEGER,DIMENSION(*):: Moves 
INTEGER ::NP 
INTEGER :: i 
DOi= l ,NP 
Time(i) = 0.0 
Moves(i) = 0 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE InitTime 
SUBROUTINE InitRecBox (BoxSize, NP, NboxX, NboxZ, VolFrac) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSConst.h" 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^):: BoxSize 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VolFrac 
! DOUBLE PRECISION "float 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Width 
INTEGER :: NP, NboxZ, NboxX 
Width = (4.0*Pi*float(NP)/float(NboxZ*NboxX) / (3.0*VolFrac) )**(l./3.) 
BoxSize (2)= Width 
BoxSize (1)= Width * float(NboxX) ! Length 
BoxSize (3)= Width * float(NboxZ) ! Height 
END SUBROUTINE InitRecBox 




! This subroutine checks overlap between particle i and j = 1+1, NP 
! in the membrane channel (slit) implementing 
! the periodic boundary conditions in x- and y-directions and 




TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: Sphere 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: LocalBoxLength 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: LocalBoxWidth 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: LocalBoxHeight 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: LocalBoxVolume 
INTEGER ::i,NP 
LOGICAL :: Overlap, Message 
I 
INTEGER ::j 
LOGICAL :: OverlapTest 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Energy 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: LocalConc 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: XMIN 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: DistlJ 
TYPE(particle) :: SpherelJ, SphereZero 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: dot_product 
I 
LocalBoxHeight = Sphere(l)%Radius * 8.0 
LocalBoxWidth = Sphere(l)%Radius * 8.0 
LocalBoxLength = Sphere(l)%Radius * 8.0 
! LocalBoxVolume = BoxSize(l) * BoxSize(2) * LocalBoxHeight 
! 
Energy = 0.0 
LocalConc = 1.0 
I 
SphereZero%Coord = 0.0 
SphereZero%Radius= 0.0 
Overlap = .FALSE. 
! 
DOj= 1,NP 
IFIJ: IF(j.NE.i) THEN 
! [A] Distance between two particle (i and j) in each direction 
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DistlJ = Sphere(i)%Coord - Sphere(j)%Coord 
! [B] Overlap Test 
! Periodic boundary conditions are used only in x- and y- directions 
! to check particle overlap. 
DistlJ(l) = DistlJ(l) - ANINT(DistIJ(l)/BoxSize(l))*BoxSize(l) 
DistIJ(2) = DistIJ(2) - ANINT(DistIJ(2)/BoxSize(2))*BoxSize(2) 
! DistIJ(3) = DistIJ(3) - ANINT(DistIJ(3)/BoxSize(3))*BoxSize(3) 
! (This line is commented out NOT to implement the periodic boundary 
! condition in z-direction, but impermeable boundary condition) 
SphereIJ%Coord = DistlJ 
SphereIJ%Radius= Sphere(i)%Radius + Sphere(j)%Radius 
i 
CALL CheckOverlapIJ (SphereIJ,SphereZero,OverlapTest,VDWCutoff) 
i 
IF(OverlapTest==.TRUE.) THEN 
Overlap = .TRUE. 
IF(Message) WRITE(*,*)"Overlap between :", i j,dot_product(DistIJ,DistIJ) 
EXIT 
ELSE 
Overlap = .FALSE. 
END IF 
! [C] Engergy Calculation (before applying periodic BC in z-dir) 
! [D] Concentrtion and Concentration Gradient 
IF ( ( DistlJ(l) > - LocalBoxLength/2.0 .and. DistlJ(l) < LocalBoxLength/2.0 ) .and. & 
( DistIJ(2) > - LocalBoxWidth /2.0 .and. DistIJ(2) < LocalBoxWidth /2.0 ) .and. & 
( DistIJ(3) > - LocalBoxHeight/2.0 .and. DistIJ(3) < LocalBoxHeight/2.0 ) ) 
THEN 
LocalConc =LocalConc + 1.0 
ENDIF 
END IF IFIJ 
END DO 
LocalBoxVolume = LocalBoxLength * LocalBoxWidth & 
* (LocalBoxHeight/2.0 & 
+ XMIN(LocalBoxHeight/2.0,BoxSize(3)/2.0-ABS(Sphere(i)%Coord(3)))) 
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LocalConc = LocalConc * 4.0 / 3.0 * Pi * (Sphere(l)%Radius)**3 / LocalBoxVolume 




This subroutine is designed to evaluate a ID velocity profile 
for use in the pxbias for each partical, as well to prepare 






INTEGER, DIMENSIONS :4*Nx) 


















RadiusP, CurrentHeight, HalfHeight, DelP, alpha, eta_0,& 


















DIMENSIONS :4*Nx,l :4*Nx) 
DIMENSION(l:4*Nx) :: 






































!CONC AND VISC CALCS 


































D O i=l,Nx-l 
bC(2*i)=Conc(i) 
bC(2*i+l)=Conc(i) 
E N D D O 
bC(2*Nx)=Conc(Nx) 
CALL DGESV(4*Nx,l,AC,4*Nx,IpivC,bC,4*Nx,InfoC) 
IF(InfoC.NE.O) T H E N 
IF(InfoC.LT.O) T H E N 
WRITE(*,*) "Illegal Call to Solver in Concentration, Input Error", InfoC 
STOP 
ELSEIF(InfoC.GT.O) THEN 









CLOSE(UNIT = 96) 





















ISOLVE SYSTEM FOR VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS 
CALLDGESV(Nxl+l,l,A,Nxl+l,Ipiv,b,Nxl+l,Info) 
VelCoeff=b 




CLOSE(UNIT = 97) 
!WRITE(*,*) "Velocity Matrix Solved!" 
IF(Info.NE.O) THEN 
IF(Info.LT.O) THEN 
WRITE(*,*) "Illegal Call to Solver in Velocity, Input Error", Info 
STOP 
ELSEIF(Info.GT.O) THEN 


















T2(0)=0.0; T2(l)=0.0; T2(2)=4.0 
DOi=l,Nxl-l 





















T2(0)=0.0; T2(l)=0.0; T2(2)=4.0 
DO i=l,Nxl-l 
T2(i+1) = 2*MaxVelLoc*T2(i) + 4*Tl(i) - T2(i-1) 
END DO 
DO i=l,Nxl+l 





IF((Iter.GT.MaxIter).OR.(ABS(Der2Vel).LT.(l .OE-8))) THEN 
MaxVelLoc=0.0 














!WRITE(*,*) "Velocity Profile Subroutine Complete!" 




!This subroutine returns the local flow velocity, the local 
Iviscosity, and the local shear for each particle. 
I 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER :: Nxl, i, Section 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Location, Vel, eta_0, alpha, ConcCorrection, & 
LocalVisc, Shear, C, RadiusP, HalfHeight!, ConcSlope 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(l:Nxl+l) :: VelCoeff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(l:4*Nxl) :: ConcCoeff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(0:Nxl):: x 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^:Nxl) :: T, Tl 




























Tl(i+1) = 2*Location*Tl(i) + 2*T(i) - Tl(i-l) 
END DO 
DO i=l,Nxl+l 
Shear=Shear+(VelCoeff(i)*T 1 (i-1 ))/(RadiusP*HalfHeight) 
END DO 
END SUBROUTINE VelViscShear 











calculates the Chebyshev polynomials and their first through fourth derivatives in x. 
requires call from main program: 
vectors and matrices *must* be allocated to the correct dimensions in the main program 
before being 
passed to and modified by this subroutine 
GLOSSARY: 
i - spatial index in x 
L - chebyshev polynomial term index in x 
Nx - # of G-L collocation points in x 
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Nxl - # of terms in series (related to Nx) 
x - vector of collocation points in x and y directions 
Tx, Txl, Tx2 - cheby polynomials & 1st 2 derivatives in x (at collocation 
pts) 
structure of Tx, Txl, Tx2 
each ROW (i) contains the Oth through Nx-th polynomials (or derivatives) 
evaluated at a single point x(i) 
each COLUMN (L) contains the Lth polynomial (or derivative of it) evaluated 
at each point x(0) to x(Nx) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSConst.h" 
INTEGER :: i,L,NT 
INTEGER :: Nx,Nxl 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(0:Nx) :: x 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^:Nx,0:Nxl) :: Tx,Txl,Tx2 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(0:Nx) :: ConcSlab 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: CurrentHeight, HalfHeight 
! setup collocation grid and evenly spaced grid 
NT = (Nxl+l) 
x = (/ (COS(i* 1.0*Pi/Nx), i = 0,Nx) /) ! collocation points (ordered from 1 -> -1) 
! build cheby polys & 1st - 4th derivatives for G-L grid points in X 
DO i = 0,Nx 
! for each x (row 0 —> x=l, row N --> x=0) 
DO L = 0,Nxl ! for each polynomial (0 --> TO, 1 - > Tl, 2 --> T2, etc) 
Tx(i,L) = COS(l .0*L*i*Pi/Nx) ! Lth polynomial at x(i) 
END DO 
END DO 
Txl(:,0) = 0.0; Txl(:,l) =1.0 ! initialize derivative matrices 
Tx2(:,0:l) = 0.0; Tx2(:,2) = 4.0 
!Tx3(:,0:2) = 0.0D0; Tx3(:,3) = 24.0D0 
!Tx4(:,0:3) = 0.0D0; Tx4(:,4) = 192.0D0 
DO i = 0,Nx 
DOL = l,Nxl-l 
Txl(i,L+l) = 2*x(i)*Txl(i,L) + 2*Tx(i,L) - Txl(i,L-l) 
! 1st der. Lth polynomial at x(i) 
Tx2(i,L+l) = 2*x(i)*Tx2(i,L) + 4*Txl(i,L) - Tx2(i,L-l) 
! 2nd der. Lth polynomial at x(i) 
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! Tx3(i,L+l) = 2*x(0*Tx3(i,L) + 6*Tx2(i,L) 
! 3rd der. Lth polynomial at x(i) 
! Tx4(i,L+l) = 2*x(i)*Tx4(i,L) + 8*Tx3(i,L) 
! 4th der. Lth polynomial at x(i) 
END DO 
END DO 





















END SUBROUTINE Cheby 
SUBROUTINE PressDrive(Reynolds,Viscosity,HalfHeight,& 
RadiusP,Density,DelP) 
!The subroutine cacluates the pressure drop to be used in the 
!"VelocityCalc" subroutine, based on contants and the average 
!flow Reynolds number, 
t 
IMPLICIT NONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Reynolds, Viscosity, HalfHeight, RadiusP, Density, 
DelP 




DelP = -1.5*Reynolds*Viscosity**2/(Density*(HalfHeight*RadiusP)**3) 
!MaxVel= -1.0/(2.0*Viscosity)*DelP*(HalfHeight*RadiusP)**2 
!WRITE(*,*) "MaxVel: ", MaxVel 
END SUBROUTINE PressDrive 
SUBROUTINE ConcCorrectFactor(BoxSize,NP,VolFrac,& 
Particle VolPerMass,RadiusP,ConcCorrection) 
! Concentration correction factor calculation. 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INCLUDE "HSConst.h" 
INTEGER :: NP 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VolFrac, ParticleVolPerMass, 
RadiusP, ConcCorrection 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(3) :: BoxSize 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: ParticleVolume, ParticleMass, ParticleConc 
ParticleVolume = (4.0/3.0)*RadiusP**3*Pi*REAL(NP)*1.0E6 !in mL 
ParticleMass = Particle Volume/Particle VolPerMass !in grams 
ParticleConc = ParticleMass/(BoxSize(l)*BoxSize(2)*BoxSize(3)*RadiusP**3* 1.0E3) 
!ing/L 
ConcCorrection = ParticleConc/VolFrac 










INCLUDE 7usr/mpich/mpich-l .2.6/include/mpif.h" 
TYPE(particle), DIMENSION(*) :: Sphere 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION^) :: BoxSize 
INTEGER, DIMENSION^) :: RecvBuf 
INTEGER :: i, j , Rank,jmin, jmax 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Gam, Gam Wall 
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DOUBLE PRECISION :: Energy, Eps_r, CO, EpsO, Electron, Valence, Debye,& 
ElecConc, Beta, WallZeta, WallValence, ElecValence 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: dist, VDWEng, HamSS, HamPS, SS_VDWCutoff,& 
Height, OppHeight, EDLEng, RadiusP 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: SS_EDLCutoff 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION(3) :: DistU 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
LOGICAL :: VDWFlag 
IDOUBLE PRECISION :: EDLWall,VDWWall 
VDWFlag = .FALSE. 
Eps_0 = 1.0 / (4.0 * Pi * 1.0E-7 * C_0**2) 
Debye = SQRT(2.0 * 1.0E-3 * ElecConc * Avogadro * Electron**2.0 * & 
ElecValence**2.0 * Beta / (Eps_0 * Epsr)) 
VDWEng = 0.0 
EDLEng = 0.0 
Gam = TANH(Valence * Electron * Sphere(i)%ZetaPot * Beta / 4.0) 





DistU = Sphere(i)%Coord - SphereG)%Coord 
DistlJ(l) = DistlJ(l) - ANINT(DistIJ(l)/BoxSize(l))*BoxSize(l) 
DistIJ(2) = DistIJ(2) - ANINT(DistIJ(2)/BoxSize(2))*BoxSize(2) 
dist = SQRT(DistIJ(l)**2.0 + DistIJ(2)**2.0 + DistIJ(3)**2.0) 
IF (dist.LE.(2.0+VDWCutoff)) THEN 
VDWFlag = .TRUE. 
!WRITE(*,*) dist, i, j , Rank 
END IF 
IF (dist.LT.SS_VDWCutoff) THEN 
VDWEng = VDWEng - HamSS / 3.0 * (1.0 / (dist**2.0 - 4.0) +& 
1.0/dist**2.0 + LOG(1.0 - 4.0 / dist**2.0)) 
ELSE 
VDWEng = VDWEng - HamSS * (1.0 / dist**6.0) * (16.0 / 9.0) 
END IF 
IF (dist.LT.SS_EDLCutoff) THEN 
EDLEng = EDLEng + 32.0 * RadiusP * Pi * Gam**2.0 * & 
Eps_r * EpsO * 1.0 / Beta**2.0 / (Electron* *2.0 * & 
Valence**2.0) * EXP(Debye * RadiusP * (2.0 - dist)) 
ELSE 
EDLEng = EDLEng + 64.0 * RadiusP * Pi * Gam**2.0 * & 
Eps_r * EpsO * 1.0 / Beta**2.0 / (Electron**2.0 * & 






Weight = BoxSize(3) / 2.0 + Sphere(i)%Coord(3) - 1.0 
Height = BoxSize(3) / 2.0 - ABS(Sphere(i)%Coord(3)) - 1.0 
OppHeight = BoxSize(3) / 2.0 + ABS(Sphere(i)%Coord(3)) -1.0 
VDWEng = VDWEng - HamPS / 6.0 * (1.0 / Height + 1.0 / (2.0 + & 
Height) + LOG(Height / (2.0 + Height))) 
VDWEng = VDWEng - HamPS / 6.0 * (1.0 / OppHeight + 1.0 / (2.0 + & 
OppHeight) + LOG(OppHeight / (2.0 + OppHeight))) 
EDLEng = EDLEng + 64.0 * RadiusP * Pi * Gam * Gam Wall * Epsr * EpsO * 1.0/& 
Beta**2.0 / (Electron**2.0 * Valence**2.0) * EXP(Debye * RadiusP * (2.0 - & 
Height)) 
EDLEng = EDLEng + 64.0 * RadiusP * Pi * Gam * Gam Wall * Epsr * Eps_0 * 1.0/& 
Beta**2.0 / (Electron**2.0 * Valence**2.0) * EXP(Debye * RadiusP * (2.0 - & 
OppHeight)) 
END IF 
Energy = VDWEng + EDLEng 
END SUBROUTINE ParticleEnergy 
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HSTypes.h 
TYPE particle ! Defining the DATA TYPE of "particle" 
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSIONS):: Coord 
DOUBLE PRECISION:: InitialZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Radius 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: ZetaPot 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Time 
INTEGER :: Moves 
END TYPE particle 
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HSinf.f90 





















































The Number of Particles: 
Radius of Each Particle (meter) 
Permeate Velocity (meter/sec): 
Feed Volume Fraction: 
Box Length: 
Box Width : 
Box Height: 
Gap: 
Particle Zeta Potental (Volts) 











The Number of Total Simulation Steps:", Nstep 
The Number of Pre-equilibrium Steps: ", Nequil 
The Update Interval: ", Nupdate 
The Number of Bins in z-direction: 
The File Name of This File: " 
The Inital Particle Coordinates : ' 
The Final Particle Coordinates : 
The Vertical Density Profile, Cone 
The Flow Field Profiles 
Reynolds Number 













! = = Writing the initial coordinates of all the particles 
I 
iFile = 11 
OPEN(iFile,file=XYZbegin) 
WRITE(iFile,*) NP ; WRITE(iFile,*) "!" 
DOip=l ,NP 
WRITE(iFile,'(" O ",3(2X,E16.8))') ColloidIni(ip)%Coord 
END Do 
CLOSE(iFile) 
! Writing the final coordiates of all the particles 
iFile=12 
OPEN(iFile,file=XYZfinal) 
WRITE(iFile,*) NP ; WRITE(iFile,*) "!" 
DOip=l ,NP 
WRITE(iFile,'(" O ",3(2X,E16.8))') ColloidIni(ip)%Coord 
END Do 
CLOSE(iFile) 




DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 
WRITE(iFile,*) Znorm(ibin) , Conclni(ibin) ,Conc(ibin) , ConcAvg(ibin) 
END Do 
CLOSE(iFile) 
! Writing the Velocity Field U(z) and V(z) 




DO ibin = -Nbin, Nbin 





WRITE(iFile,*)*'LOG10(Permeate), PSI_AVG, RadiusP, NP, SResistance" 




This is a sample parameter file. 
CHARACTER (LEN= 1):: InitStructure="R" ! "Random" or "Previous" 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: Previous="MC_20071010_172031_HS_XYZ00040.xyz" 
! For example 
INTEGER:: iSeqFilePre = 00040 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VolFracFeed 
! Feed Volume Fraction of a real system 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VolFrac 
! Initial Volume Fraction in the channel 
! DOUBLE PRECISION 
! DOUBLE PRECISION 
! DOUBLE PRECISION 
! DOUBLE PRECISION 

















! DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 
! Mean Permeate Velocity 0 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 
! Mean Permeate Velocity 1 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 
! Mean Permeate Velocity 2 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 
! Mean Permeate Velocity 3 
! DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 
! Mean Permeate Velocity 4 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Permeate 







DOUBLE PRECISION :: DeltaSpecificDensity = 
! (density_particle - density_fluid)/density fluid 
0.0 
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DOUBLE PRECISION :: zeta = -30.0E-3 
! Particle Zeta Potental (Volts) 
i 
ICHARACTER (LEN= 1):: VolumeExpansion="Y" ! "Y" or "y" 
I 
INTEGER ::NPmax =2100 ! The Number of Particles, 
! ! If NPmax = NP, canonical plus no killing 
! ! If NPmax > NP, Grand Canonical (creation + killing) 
INTEGER ::NP = 2100 ! The Number of Particles 
INTEGER ::Nstep = 10000 ! The Number of Simulation Steps 
INTEGER :: NboxZ = 7 ! The ratio of Height to Length (= Width) 
INTEGER :: NboxX = 3 ! The ratio of Height to Length (= Width) 
i 
INTEGER :: Nupdate = 10 ! The Update Interval 
INTEGER :: NupdateCK = 2 
! The Update Interval of Particle compen + kill 
INTEGER :: NDdataCollect = 2 ! if 3,1 /3 of initial data won't be used 
INTEGER :: NMovielnterval = 100 
! The Interval of MC step for movie makeing 
INTEGER ::Nbin = 10 ! The Number of Bins in z-direction (one side) 
INTEGER :: Npeek = 10 ! The Interval Number for "bpeek" command 
INTEGER ::NmovieMaxStep = 100000 
! The Maximum MC step for movie 
CHARACTER(1) ::Grid= "Grid" 
! "G" or "g" for grid, anything else for no grid 
t 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: TimeData ! Unit 80 ! ,data/MC25_HS_Time.dat* 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: PeekData ! Unit 9 ! 'data/MC25_HS_Peek.msg' 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: MCRunlnf ! Unit 10 ! ,data/MC25_HS_All_Info.dat* 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: XYZbegin ! Unit 11 ! 'data/MC25_HS_XYZbegin.xyz* 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: XYZfinal ! Unit 12 ! 'datay^^SJ^XYZfinal.xyz' 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: DensityZ ! Unit 13 ! 'data/MC25_HS_DensityZ.dat' 
CHARACTER (LEN=60):: Velocity ! Unit 14 ! 'data/MC25_HS_Velocity.dat' 
CHARACTER (LEN=60) :: SimulRes ! Unit 15 ! 'data/MC25_HS_SimulRes.dat' 
CHARACTER (LEN= 1):: Identity 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Lambda = 0.50 ! The factor of Force-Bias MC 
DOUBLE PRECISION "Viscosity = 8.56590E-4 
! Water Viscosity Based on T in Beta 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: DensityFluid = 1.0E+3 ! Water Density 
DOUBLE PRECISION "Gravity = 9.80 ! Gravitational Acceleration 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: Beta = 2.4143E+20 
! (=l/kT) = 1/ (1.3806503 x 10E-23 x 300) 
INTEGER ::Nequil = 0 ! The Number of Pre-equilibrium Steps 
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[Velocity Solution Parameters 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: 
! Based on T in Beta, pure water 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: 
mL/g 















! Energy Parameters 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: HamSS 
[Particle-particle Hamaker constant (J) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: HamPS 
!Particle-wall Hamaker constant (J) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: SS_VDWCutoff 




! Speed of light (m/s) 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
[Relative dielectric constant 
DOUBLE PRECISION 
! Electron charge (C) 
DOUBLE PRECISION 












! Minimum seperation distance to prevent VDW divergence (m) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: VDWCutoff 
[Minimum seperation distance to prevent VDW divergence (m) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: ElecConc 
! Molar concentration of background electrolyte (M) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: SS_EDLCutoff 
[Ratio center to center distance vs. particle radius 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: WallValence 
[Wall charge number (0.1 nm radius) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: WallZeta 
IWall zeta potential (V) 
DOUBLE PRECISION :: ElecValence 
[Electrolyte charge number 









[Fraction of range where movement is not counted (considered adsorbed) 
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Makefile 
Sample Makefile used on Ada 
now=$(shell date '+%Y%m%d_%H%M%S') 







rundir =$(shell pwd) 
all: check $(srcfile).o $(subfile).o 
# rm $(srcfile).x 
@echo " 
@echo ' Message: $(srcfile).x will be created.' 
@echo " 
$(fortran) $(srcfile).o $(subfile).o -C -L/opt/acml2.5-64bit/pgi64/lib -lacml -o 
$(srcfile).x 
# $(forOAtran) $(srcfile).o $(subfile).o -o $(srcfile).x 
@echo " 
rm $(srcfile).o $(subfile).o 
$(subfile).o: 
$(fortran) -c $(subfile).f90 
$(srcfile).o: 
$(fortran) -c $(srcfile).f90 
src: clean.src.o 










@echo ' Message: $(srcfile).f90 and $(subfile).f90 will be checked.' 
@echo' 
$(fortran) -c $(ifortopt) $(srcfile).f90 
$(fortran) -c $(ifortopt) $(subfile).f90 








^echo ' Message: $(srcfile).x will be deleted.' 
Secho' ====================== 
if test -e "$(srcfile).x"; then \ 
(rm $(srcfile).x*) \ 
fi; 
clean.o: clean.src.o clean.sub.o 
clean.src.o: 
@echo' 
@echo ' Message: $(srcfile).o will be deleted.' 
@echo' 
if test -e "$(srcfile).o"; then \ 




@echo ' Message: $(subfile).o will be deleted.' 
@echo' 
if test -e "$(subfile).o"; then \ 




# if test -d "./Jobs"; then \ 
# ( echo ; echo "Job directory exist." ; echo )\ 
# else\ 
# ( mkdir ./Jobs ; echo; echo "Job directory is created."; echo )\ 
# fi; 
if test -d "./data"; then \ 
( echo ; echo "Data directory exist."; echo )\ 
else\ 




Sample batch submission script for Ada 
#!/bin/bash 
#PBS -N NewRuns 
#PBS -q compute 
#PBS -1 nodes=7:ppn=l,walltime=08:00:00 
#PBS -S /bin/bash 
#PBS -M pmboyle@rice.edu 
##PBS -W x=NACCESSPOLICY:SINGLEJOB 
#PBS -V 
#PBS -m abe 
#PBS -o /home/pmboyle/NewRuns 
#PBS -e /home/pmboyle/NewRuns 






if test -d "./data"; then \ 
(echo ; echo "Data directory exist." ; echo )\ 
else\ 
( mkdir ./data ; echo; echo "data directory is created."; echo )\ 
fi; 
echo FORTRAN File ID = Snow 
mkdir ./data/$now 
cp ./vmdperl8.pl ./Makefile ./*.f90 ./*.h ./*.m ./setfiles ./data/$now 
cp ./HS15.X ./data/$now/HS15.x.$hms 
cd data/$now 
mpiexec $XD1 LAUNCHER HS15.x.$hms $now 
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APPENDIX C: Plotting Routines 
HSPIot2.m 
MATLAB script to plot concentrations generated in the main program. 
figure(2); 
load PlotDensityZ.dat 





axis([Omax((D(:,3)))*1.5 -1.5 1.5]) 
grid on 
legend('Initial Concentration'/Final Concentration','Avaerage Concentration') 
xlabel('Volume Fraction') 
ylabelCNormalized Channel Height') 
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DerVel.m 
MATLAB script to plot velocity, shear, and the first derivative of shear profiles 





























ylabelCNormalized Channel Height') 




xlabel('Shear Rate (1/s)') 
ylabelCNormalized Channel Height') 










































Wall Fraction, m 































plot(Divided(:, 1 ),Divided(:,2)*ParticleMass* 1 El 2/Area) 
xlabel('Time (seconds)') 
ylabel('Particle Mass in Region (ng/cmA2)') 





ylabel('Fraction of Particles in Region') 
title('Particles in Bottom 2% of Cell') 
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